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“The Black Cat”

HAPPENED 20 YEARS AGO

1.
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Subscription* *3 00 per rear payable In
advance; aln*le coplee three centa.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable

By The Roving Reporter

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Uaaette was eetabllebed
In 1846
In 1874 the Courier waa estab
llahed and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882
The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1801 changed tts name to
tbe Tribune
These papera consolidated
March 17. 1897
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The earth has grown old with ••*
tts burden of care but at Christ- —
•- mas 't always Is young.—Phillips
•* Brooks.

immunity." Judge Peters declared,
the act creating the corporation said
SNOW BOWL BULLETIN
’ it “shall have authority to sue and
! to be sued in any court of competent:
IT MAY BE SUED
The Camden Outing Club auth
j jurisdiction, federal or State.”
orizes
the following statement:
I
“
This
language
makes
it
clear,"
i
So Rules Federal Judge Peter* in a
’ the jurist said, “that the corpora- '
Home Owners’ Loan Case
Skating—Excellent.
tion. as such, although created and ‘
Toboganning—Excellent.
A federal judge ruled ln Portland used by the government as an agenWednesday the Home Loan Owners' [ cy to carry out its purposes, has not
Moral: Visit the Snow Bowl.
Loan Corporation was engaged in been relieved of the usual responsi
"a commercial activity rather than a bilities attaching to corporations."
The fact the government owns all
governmental one," and thus might
be sued. Judge John A. Peters denied the corporation’s stock. Judge Peters
in U. S. district court motion by the opined “does not change the char
corporation to dismiss a $6,000 per acter of the corporation or render it
Capt. Bill Wincapaw and
sonal Injury action brought by Ma immune from suit.’’
Mrs. Pennell sought to recover for
bel J. Pennell. Portland.
Son Spreading Cheer Over
Although a “sovereign may waive personal injuries she said resulted
Maine Coast
from a fall on a sidewalk made icy
by drainage from the roof of a house
A grey-haired Santa Claus, Captain
1 the Home Owners' Loan Corporation
William
H. Wincapaw, smilingly
had taken over on foreclosure.
wrapped bulky packages Thursday
REG. PRICE AT
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas night and tuned up a huge tri-moBICKMORE’S
33 TRAVERSE ST.
TEL. 369-R of all kinds. Power machir: stitch tored plane for his ninth annual
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn voyage of cheer and good-will along
153*154
ing Co.. 16 Wlllow St.
New England's rocky coast.
Lonely lighthouse keepers and
Coast Guardsmen counted the hours
until the arrival of this widely known
“mercy flier." “The Cap'n's” Christ
mas visits have become a tradition
among those souls who serve for
months at a time in ice-locked posts.
Leaving early Friday. Captain
Wincapaw was to speed up the New
England shore to the easternmost
points of the United States. Lubec
MUSIC BY
Light and West Quoddy Head, in
J Maine. He will drop a package at
YOUNG’S 12-PIECE RADIO BAND
; one Canadian station on Machias
FEATURING
1 Seal Island and then will turn south
ward along a different route to leave
ANN MAE MARLEY
| bundles at other stations. He will
[spend tonight iFriday) either in
Tap Dancer From Major Bowes' Unit No. I
[ Portland or Boston.
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Dined And Laughed
Theatre Staffs Have Annual

Get - Together

At

CHRISTMAS BALL

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25

Community Building, Rockland, Me.

A REAL HOLIDAY TREAT

ADMISSION 45 CENTS

152-154

IkWMIMIMk’CkWMICW1 K«<««CI<«
CHRISTIHflS GBEET1RGS
From

H. H. CRIE & CO.

igig

We take this opportunity to
express our deepest appreciation of
the generous patronage accorded
us the past year and to wish one
and all a

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a

HAPPY NEW YEAR

DINE CHRISTMAS
AT

RICHARDSON'S RESTAURANT
(Formerly Foley’s)

365 Main St.

ROCKLAND

Foot of Spring St.

85c per plate
: : MENU : :
FRUIT COCKTAIL
CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP
ICED CELERY
OLIVES
BAKED STUFFED TURKEY OR CHICKEN
CRANBERRY SAUCE
BREAD DRESSING
BROWN OR GIBLET GRAVY
MASHED TURNIP
MASHED SQUASH
CREAMED ONIONS
MASHED OR BOILED POTATOES
PINEAPPLE AND BANANA SALAD
HOT MINCE PIE
ICE CREAM
CHOCOLATE CAKE
TEA
MILK
COFFEE
COCOA

Staffs of the two local theatres—
Strand and Park—had their sixth
annual
Christmas
get-together
Thursday afternoon in the cozy din
ing room of The Thorndike Hotel,
and the usual merriment and good
lellowship prevailed.
The hungry guests had their choice
of beefsteak, lobster and chicken.
Tastes varied but the appetites didn't.
Twenty years ae<i next Thursday morning the citizens of Rockland were gazing upon thc ruins left
When full justice had been done to
the fine repast, Manager L. J. Dan- hy one of the worst conflagrations the city had ever known, completely destroying all of the property on
deneau Ls his capacity as master of the west side of Main street from the Masonic building to .Limerock street, and on the North side of
ceremonies began the dismantling of
Limerock street as far as the Limerock Hand Laundry. Frozen water pipes greatly handicapped the fire
a heavily laden Christmas tree.
men
in fighting the blaze, hut Nature prevented a more general spread of the conflagration by covering
The awards included testimonial gifts
for Managers Dondis and Dandeneau. all of the adjacent roofs with ice and snow, so that the burning embers landed harmlessly.
and a great array of joke gifts, ac- I
The Naval Reserve Force attached to the Training Station at the Northend worked shoulder to shoul
companied by appropriate rhymes, ' der with .the Rockland Fire Department, all hands experiencing a most uncomfortable night, due to the fact
which made a bullseye in each in- [
that the temperature was 28 degrees below zero. The writer of these lines watched the progress of the fire
stance judging fiom the laughter and
from the office of Frank B. Miller, diagonally across the street, and found it difficult to keep warm even
applause.
T. Raymond Pierce, a Rockland boy
Austin Brewer, whose titles ran a in a room where there was a coal stock fire. With him at the time was Rodney I. Thompson, who was an who left home many years ago, but
sort of sliding scale, received numer eye witness to the destruction of his own office, across the street.
who has never forgotten his native
ous gifts, including the inescapable
Six buildings were destroyed, including blocks owned hy Leroy F. Chase, the Melinda Kimball Estate, city, sends me some programs savor
broom. The model of a new theatre the Frye estate, the John E. Leach estate, the Clara C. Black estate, and the building occupied by thc Opinion ing of the “Gay Nineties," and from
was one of the gifts received by Man
time to time I shall refer to them in
ager Joseph Dondis. The Dionnes Publishing Co.
these columns. In front of me, for
'l he tenants of those structures included the Wight Company, Welch’s lunchroom, Bradbury's shoe
outdone was suggested by the gift
instance, is the program of a musical
handed to a young lady whose blushes store, Chisholm Bros’ store, McLain's shoe store, Maine Music Store, the law offices of R. 1. I hompson and entertainment which was held in the
are still in evidence.
First Baptist Church Sept. 7, 1899.
H. L. Withee and the Rix'kland Opinion.
The clever rhymes are said to have
Other tenants were Mrs. G. L. Black over the Wight Company's store, thc Walter W. Bend lodg The local artists were Dr. W. V.
come from the pens of Anne Povich,
Hanscom, Miss Sarah Monroe Hall,
Harold Dondis, Ruth Crouse and ing house and the flat of LiberalePaladino.
Mrs. Ada F. Mills, Miss Carrie Ingra
The Safford-Chase building was one of the oldest in the city, erected in 1836.
I he I ibbetts Market
Austin Brewer,
ham and Miss Jennie F. Ingraham.
The banqueters were welcomed by had been in existence 60 vears.
They were assisted by Mrs. Florence
Manager Dandeneau. who expressed
Starr Rommus of Boston, Miss Helen
himseif as already looking forward
Batchelder of Boston and Fred B.
to the seventh annual.
Whitcomb of Thomaston.
Manager Dondis. face beaming,
Christmas Day will find Captain said the occasion was a doubly inter Members of Battery F Spend Graduates of Knox Hospital The Adoration of the Kings
Thursday a Los Angeles despatch
j Wincapaw in the air again, this time esting one to hun as it also marked
Announce New Regula
And Shepherds At Pratt appeared in the daily papers of the
Most Enjoyable Evening
[ headed for stations and isolated the fourteenth anniversary of the
efforts to subdue a flaming gas well
Memorial Church
In Thomaston Armory
tions, In Effect Jan. 1
points along the Southern New Eng- day when he started to build Strand
in El Segundo. And I'll bet a pint of
I land Coast. He is scheduled to reach Theatre. Nearly al! of the employes
A pageant of the Nativity. “The peanuts that one of the spectators
Members of Battery F of Thomas- [ In accordance with action taken by
New York Christmas afternoon.
who were associated with him at that
ton at the conclusion of drill Wednes other alumnae associations toward Adoration of the Kings and Shep was Harry Pease, former Appleton
The packages—he will carry 130— time were present on this occasion.
day
night, adjourned to enjoy a [ adoption of a 12-hour day for nurses herds," by Mildred Emily Cook, will boy, who resides there.
were wrapped in waterproof paper in
F. A. Winslow presented a brief
the event the "Bomber." Bill, Jr., •biography" of “Tack" Packard Christmas tree made possible by in hospitals throughout the State be presented Sunday night at 7.30
Wincapaw's son. misses the target at the veteran theatrical man. and ex- Capt. W. R. Hoffses. Major George graduate* of the Knox County ociock in the auditorium of the Pratt
Under the caption "Signs and
his father swoops low over a light ; pressed his appreciation of many
Slch-Like" thc Advertising Club news
A. Blaney. instructor of the Second General Hospital have announced Memorial Methodist Church by the
house.
of New York publishes the following:
courtesies shown to himself and the
that this plan will take effect here Young People's Department of the
Captain Wincapaw said the pack public by Managers Dondis and Dan- Battalion, was a special guest.
"E. W. Porter, President of Premi
Instructions had been issued at a Jan. 1, 1938 It has proved most church school, assisted by the church um Service Company, obligingly step*
ages would contain copies of Boston dtneau. John M Richardson classi
newspapers the Kennebec Journal. fied Ihe event as one of the happy previous drill that each member take satisfactory in the various hospitals choir with Miss Carol Oardner at up to bat and tells us that, following
The Courier-Gazette, the State of angles of the merry Christmas season something useful for the tree, and where it has been in operation for the organ.
the card mentioned in our November
Maine Farmer's Almanac, another for him.
8th column, he was reminded of three
Against
a
background
of
evergreen
|
some
time.
these orders were carried out to the
Farmers Almanac, cigarets. chewing
Present, representing Strand The letter. Capt. Hoffses presented a I Such action has not been taken and lighted tapers, and introduced by hand-made signs which appeared in
gum, cakes, cookies, toys, candies— atre. were Manager and Mrs. Joseph
I without serious thought for all con- the prophecy from the pages of the a Maine town when he was a boy.
and last, but not least in the Cap j Dondis, Meredith Dondis. Harold token to each of the boys in apprecial cemed. We feel that our obligation Old Testament, the old yet ever new One, he says, was displayed with a
tain's estimation, books.
■ Dondis. Herbert Dondis. Anne Povich. I tion of the fine spirit they have dis | to the sick can be more satisfactorily story of the flrst Christmas with its basket of yellow-edged beans, and
"Those folks have a lot of time to ; Roland Philbrook. Austin Brewer. played throughout the year.
and efficiently met on such a message for today will be portrayed read; 'These Beans Speak for Them
read and think out there during the Ruth Dondis. Edith Dondis. Stirling
Major Blaney and lst Bergent Rob- schedule. In consideration of the in a series of living pictures The selves.' The other two said: ‘Crack
winter." he said, commenting on Ihe Morse. Arthur Cullen. Sol Cohen. [ bins were winners of war trophies nurse, who is engaged in work de cast of characters of the pageant ers and Soap -and Meals At All
books, some of which were donated Robert Saunders and Agnes Holger
includes:
Hours and Saws Filed’.”
! and "Doug" Anderson and Pinhead" manding professional knowledge and
by a society in New York.
son.
Prophet
—
William
Bicknell.
' Robbins received the prize trophies, skill, and after 12 hours in constant
Proof that the annual visit was an
The representatives of Park The
Mr. Porter, who is one of m.v oldest
association with sickness we believe
Mary—Vivian Freeman.
ticipated eagerly has been pouring in atre present were Manager L. J Dan j A special detail was drawn around tbat a like period away from the
boyhood friends, was formerly book
Joseph—Bernard Freeman
on the captain in the shape of let deneau, Robert Hussey. Ruth Crouse. each but no one was given a chance bedside is necessary to maintain ef
Baby Angels—Avery Eaton, Donna keeper for the Bodwell Granite Co.
ters asking him to drop packages at Raymond Fogarty, Fred Haining, to test refreshments. "Buttercup" ficiency and good health; also pro
In this city and a staunch supporter
Oardner.
many points.
Bernard Thompson, Donald Ander Knights and Bernard Young fur viding some opportunity for recrea
Angelic Host — Norma Havener, of the Y.M.C.A., who was playing
One letter came irom McGee Island son. Albert Packard. Harvey Robishaw
nished songs and music on the guitar. tion; all of which cannot be accom June Chatto, Lillian Savage, Eliza hymns on the association piano when
in Friendship Bay. The writer said and Philip Dondis.
Solos were sung by Austin Staples. plished in four hours on the present beth Lurvey, Grace Tuttle, Marion he wasn't beating somebody at check
he had recently married "and would
Special guests were Carl Benson, ! Sr., who admitted that he worked 24 hour system.
Freeman, Barbara Seaman, Marion ers or cheas. explanatory of the signs
you please drop us a package. There's former manager of Park Theatre;
Realizing that sickness in the Hall, Barbara Lassell. Mary Cross. above referred to he writes:
under a great handicap. As an en
another couple on this island, too."
Thomas Fleming. Harry E. Wilbur. core. he responded with a 1917 war home is a different and rather dif Virginia Rackliff, Harriet Richard
"The 'Bean' sign was made and
"They will have their Christmas," John M. Richardson and F. A. Wins
displayed by our old genial friend. Ai
song which he had learned overseas. ficult proposition, we are prepared to son. Margaret Graves.
smiled Wincapaw.
low.
Shepherds—Alaric Pearson. Ray Mather, when he ran a grocery store
Oscar Simpson and John O'Sulli continue the present policy of 24 hour
A representative of a New York
Just north of the Berry Bros, office.
van also took part in the singing. duty at $6 per day in such cases as mond Young. William Young.
restaurant chain (Bickford's Inc.)
Kings—Max Ames, Richard Hav The 'Crackers and Soap' sign was in
Young "Dickie" Staples who. in a seem reasonable to the physician and
which is contributing to the flight
the window of a cobbler by the name
ener. Edward Storer.
few more years, will be able to sing nurse in charge.
was on hand to sec Wincapaw off.
The rate of $5 per day will be
King's Atendants—David Bicknell. of Mason, who sold crackers and soap
| like his Dad. was loudly applauded
Back in 1929, Captain Wincapaw,
for his solo. "Ted" Libby boxed with charged for 12 hour duty in hospital Herbert Ellingwood. William Hopkins. as a side line. His place of business
who has flown millions of miles dur
was Just .below the railroad track on
everyone in the hall. Ernest Robin- and home.
ing a long career and has performed
We trust that the public will con
South
Main street. The other was a
I son with Wilbert Harper also put on
YOUR FAVORITE ROEM
many "mercy flights," first conceived
place opposite the Berry Engine
, a fast bout, as did Capt Hoffses and sider our situation carefully and co
[ the idea of taking Christmas packA RALI.AD FOR NOEL
House in a store at one time occupied
Bernard Delano The captain needs operate to the best of its ability and
The world remembers old things, old by Charles Coombs."
ages to the lighthouse keepers and
a bit more tutoring from his sparring we remain at your service.
things
now;
[Coast Guardsmen off Maine, out of
Knox Hospital Alumnae
Red berries, white berries, glowing on
! partners. Two of the light feather
a bough
gratitude for their help during the
Rockland. Dec. 24
weights put on a speedy battle to
Green against thc lintel; and the world
Traveling men who deal in grains
year. At that time he was in Rock
recalls
end the boxing matches.
and feeds Will 'tell you that Waldo
Yule
Ores
snapping
In
the
great,
gaunt
ANNUAL MEETING OF
land. Since then, the idea has grown
halls—
I The manager of the basketball THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OE
boro is one of their best Maine pros
Boars' heads crusted with thelr amber
to include the entire New England
ROCKLAND
team reports the boys have two
pects. The reason Is not hard to find,
shell
—
Notice ls hereby given that the annual
coast.
teams and are outfitted with unl- meeting of the stockholders of The First And the slow, cold tolling ot the old. for Waldoboro is a focal poultry
bronze
bells.
National Bank of Rockland will be held
■ forms, but cannot afford the charge at
point and there is a tremendous de
Ita banking rooms on Tuesday. Jan
remembers old things, older
for practising in the local gymna uary II. 1938. at 10 o'clock a m . to fix The world
mand for such materials.
things than these:
the number of and elect a board of di
sium. It is hoped to have a place rectors for the ensuing year, and to Sledge runners squeaking past the tall,
dark trees.
transact such other business as may
soon.
Bearing priests from Italy, mlssloners
properly come before the meeting
I saw a Florida car in thc city yes
from Rome.
, Per order.
The assembly adjourned at 11
Through the Oerman forest cloaked terday. Well, why not? Weather
H. H. CRIE & CO.
JCiSEPH EMERY, Cashier.
o’clock mid happy holiday wishes.
with chill, gray gloam.
Rockland. Maine. Dec 11, 1938
conditions are somewhat alike in thc
TEL. S05
148-8-4 Caroling of Calvary, canticles of cheer
To
swsy
the folk of darkness toward a two States.
328 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Had Christinas Tree

WE BUY

Auspices Camden Outing Club

Music Rogers’ Windsor Club 8-Piece Orchestra

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

ADMISSION 40c

152-154

Nursing Charges

A Church Pageant

LIVE BAIT

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER

DANCING 8.30.

In my opinion there's nothing at all
iantastlc about converting the city's
"Park" opposite the foot of Talbot
avenue into a recreation field. It has
all of the natural advantages for
baseball, football and winter sports,
and coUld be put in condition for “less
than nothing." as the feller said.
Bleachers seating more than 2000
persons could be erected on the Main
street embankment, and the games
would be watched by hundreds, where
they are now watched by scores.

I find many amusement fans high
ly in favor of the proposition as a de
cidedly good argument from a busi
ness standpoint, as it would bring
many additional pleasure-seekers to
Rockland—and pleasure-seekers spend
money wherever they go. It is quite
natural that some readers of this ar
ticle should ask; "What about Com
munity Park." That could still be
used, especially by the High School
students, who are favored by its
proximity. To other patrons, particu
larly those in the southern end of
the city it means at present a long
walk for those who do not possess
cars, iand nobody will deny that
Community Park is one of the coldest
and draftiest places on this footstool.
I hope to hear this question dis
cussed. and I furthermore hope to see
action.

Thorndike Hotel

CHRISTMAS NIGHT BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
SATURDAY, DEC. 25

...

The

Sky Santa Claus

LIVE BAIT

4—1

JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

DRADLEY METCALF, rising
D- young juvenile movie *tar who
claims the air rifle championship of
Hollywood, Is a erack shot, as the
target testifies. Brad's greatest am
bitions are to be a star football

player u4 a doctor.

TIIE ANNUAL MEETING OE TIIE
THOMASTON NATIONAL IIANK
Notice Is hereby given that the an
nua; mceting of the stockholdera of the
Thomaston National Bank wlll be held
at thelr banking rooms on Tuesday,
January 11th. 1938. at 1000 o'clock A.
M . for the purpose of fixing the number
and electing a board of directors for the
ensuing year and ot transacting any
other buslnesa that may legally come
before them.
Per Order
H T DANA, Cashier.
Thomaston. Maine.
I48-S-4

light brought near.

The world remembers old things, fairer
things of old;
Gifts of myrrh and frankincense and
pale, proud gold.
Set before a manger by the three wise
kings
The world remembers once a year—and
once a year It sings.
"Noel! Noel!" Oh. sing lt loud and
clear.
That memory of Chrlstcn-masa may
linger all the year.
Alexander Laing

Out in Bellefontaine. Ohio, a man
received a parcel post package on
which werc printed the words; "Do
not open until Christmas." And at
tached to the package was another
tag which said “Perishable." It is
fairly safe to assume that the recipi
ent salvaged the contents

Page Two
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Every-Other-Day

Bowls And Bowling

Tint EE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Unto us a Child is born, unto us
ft Son is given: and the government
shall be upon His shoulder; and Hls
name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor. The mighty Ood, The
everasting Father, The Prince of
Peace.—Isaiah 9:6.

We

Sport

of Centuries—

Remember Its Beginning

The hand of friendship real and genuine,
The heart not to covet or begrudge what others have,
rhe desire to brighten the day for some weary heart,
The good will not to wish for any one sorrow or ill luck,
The joy that comes from a kind word for those less fortunate,
1 he character to feel gratitude for blessings received,
The mind to deal honestly with your fellow men,
1 he reverence to honor and respect your Father and Mother.
1 he glorious privilege of being a good American,
Thesatisfaction in keeping yourself in touch with thelnfinite.

Different From Game Of Sir Francis
Drake

It Can Be Done

“ Bowling 'em over' is not the same
sport which absorbed Sir Francis
Drake's mind and muscle at
Plymouth while the Spanish Armada
sailed into the English Channel."
says a bulletin from the Washington.
D. C.. headquarters of the National
Geographic Society. "He and his
officers were whiling away that fate
ful hour with bowls, still a popular
British pastime. It is an outdoor
activity, and consists of hopefully
rolling a lopsided wooden ball across
the greensward in the direction of a
white target bowl. Since the 'bowl'
is designed oblate for bias rolling, for
obliquely waddling to the mark in
| view,' control of its swerving course
requires skill.
"In the United States this is called
lawn bowls. Bowling is only its first
cousin, for it stems not from England
but from the continent. Its direct
ancestor is the German version of
ninepins. Kegelspiel. from which
bowlers take their nickname of keg| lers. Bowling is now an indoor game
of bombarding bottle-shaped maple
pins' with a fat bakelite ball. The
miniature field of battle is a sixtyfoot glass-smooth ‘alley’ of maple or
pine, shellacked and polished seven
times for dazzling slickness.
"All New York City's rank growth
of skycrapers has not been able to
crowd out bowling's traditional
. American birthplace—Bowling Green
Park. This tiny green oval, from
which Broadway plunges into its
noisy and dazzling career, three cen
turies ago served New Netherlanders
as a village green just outside the red
cedar palisade of Fort Amsterdam.
It was their outdoor market, and
the supposed site of New York's fore
most swindle—Peter Minuit's pur
chase. for $24 worth of dry goods, of
all Manhatten Island from Indians
who may not have had a title to lt.
"Presumably, the space had al
ready proved satisfactory’ for bowling
when it was inclosed, in 1732, for the
yearly rent of one peppercorn—any
trifling sum—as a private green. The
iron fence, brought from England,
could not protect this early sports
center from violence. Here in 1765
riotous citizens protested against the
Stamp Act. On July 9. 1776, when
the Declaration of Independence had
Just been read to the Continental
Army, a mob tore down the fine
leaden statue of George III on horse
back and reduced it to good republi
can bullets.

and will surely make a happier year for all.
Wishing you all good things for the coming year.

the Eve Of the Christmas
Holiday

New York city's sport thunderstorm
is over. Recently completed is the
mammoth bowling bout of the Ameri
can Bowling Congress, which for 56
consecutive days rumbled along to
somewhat of a record. With about
29.000 entrants and almost 1.000
hours' duration, this national con
test set a new high score for size.
Bowling may now be ranked as a
major sport from the point of view
of numbers participating. It is esti
mated that nine million Americans
take part in the sport.

This is not a large order for our hearts and minds for 1938.

Entertained Sixty Boys On

GREGORY’S
Kilrain Is Dead
His 75-Round Bare Knuckle
Fight With John L. Sulli
van An Epic

The fighting heart of old Jake
Kilrain. which beat bravely on under
the terrific blows of the great John
L. Sullivan ln the rings last bare
knuckle heavyweight championship
fight, finally stopped Wednesday,
“ko-ed" by old age and diabetes.
Kilrain died at a private hospital
at the age of 78—Just two years short
of the 80 he had hoped to live. His
death stirred a host of memories
among those who followed boxing in
its bare-fisted days.
During 16 years in the ring. Kil
rain—his real name was John Joseph
Killion—faced 150 battlers but his
bout with Sullivan under a blazing
July sun at Richburg. Mass, in 1889
was easily the highspot of his life.
The pugilists and hundreds of their
supporters fled police interference at
New Orleans and squared away at
Richburg.
Sullivan and Kilrain fought 75
rounds before the "Boston Strong
Boy" won. But Kilrain always in
sisted “I licked Sullivan.
In later years, Kilrain said he was
determined to end the fight in that
fateful 75th round “ I hastened out
to do so."
“John L. was slow coming out
from his corner,” said Kilrain, “and
just as I was getting set for my
final blow someone in my corner
To End That Maine Will
tossed in a sponge. That ended the
Be Well Represented At fight and that unauthorized act dis
qualified me.
I never learned
Sportsmen’s Show
whether the second who did the
The Maine Development Commis tossing was over-excitable or in Sulsion and the Maine Fish and Game livan's pay.”
Jake was arrested after the Rich
Department will join forces again
burg fight and was given a twothis year in portraying the many months sentence for assault and
recreational and scenic advantages battery. However, he was “leased”
of the state at the Boston and New to a friend and actually fought an
Yorg Fportman's Shows, it was an other bout before his brief “sen
tence" was up.
nounced here today.
After quitting the ring in 1896 at
The fotmer exhibition will be held
nt Mechanics Building, Boston. Feb. the age of 37, Kilrain bought an inn
5 to 12. snd the latter at the Grand in Baltimore and operated it until it
Central Palace. New’ York, Feb. 13 burned 10 years later. Then he
was rowing coach at a Baltimore
to 26.
Last year over 400.000 vacation- club for several years before going
minded persons saw the Maine ex to Somerville. Mass., in suburban
hibit at these two shows. Detailed Boston, to work in the park depart
informal on about the sta’e and its ment.
Seventeen years ago he went to
many facilities was dispensed bv Fish
and Gau.e Department wardens and Quincy and worked as watchman in
Cormni'rion workers. Approximately the Fore river shipyards. He re
80.000 pieces of literature were given tired two years ago.
The old boxer in an interview a
to pic elective Maine visitors.
This will mark the eleventh con year ago. said “I have outlived all
secutive ',ear that Maine has been the others and I feel as frisky now
repteser.ted at the Boston show, the as I ever did. I eat and smoke what
c.dest one 'f i kind in thc rouiitry. I please and I sleep like a baby."
Few except the old fighter's closest
Dur’bg this time it has been uchrltiassociates
knew him by any name
ly established tl.at high class exhibi
tions of this character offer an ad ether than Kilrain. which he adopted
mirable rc.vtitising medium for when he started his ring career.
In his early youth, his activities
Maine's many advantages.
This year ;,la n<_ again will tun e the tended toward sculling rather than
choicest position at both shows. At boxing and in the early 1880's he
Boston the state's exhibit will occupy rowed in several winning crews on
the big stage at Mechanics Building Lake Walden. Concord. Later he
and will be in full view of everyone won a National regatta title at New
who visits the show. At New York ark, N. J., but was disqualified be
cause he had become a professional
it will have the preferred position.
This year, as in the past, literature boxer.
Kilrain first became boxing minded
from the state's various "regions."
when
that sport began its popularity
hotels, sporting camps, and other
vacational enterprises will be dis in Boston in 1883. He worked in a
pensed at the Maine booth. Pack Cambridge rolling mill before becom
ages of this material addressed to ing a boxer.
the Maine Development Commission Many of Kilrain's early fights werc
office in Augusta will be taken to the in the Union Boat club, on the
two shows and passed out to respon Charles river in Boston, where he
became assistant to Tim McCarthy
sible persons.
Competing with other major vaca as boxing instructor.
Later he barnstormed the coun
tion centers, Maine has maintained a
high standard of beauty and excel try, taking on a fighter every night.
Kilrain went to France, where oq
lence in its exhibits. This has been
accomplished at a minimum of ex Dec. 19, 1887, he fought Jem Smith,
pense by utilizing resources and the British heavyweight champion,
facilities within the state organiza for two hours and 30 minutes. The
fight went 106 rounds before it was
tions sponsoring the display.
This year the designer will be Klir stopped by darkness. The verdict
Beck of Winthrop. It will be built was a draw, but many Americans
by Dick Fogg of Monmouth. The claimed Kilrain was winning when
motif of the new exhibit has not as the fight was called.
The veteran boxer retired in 1896
yet been made known.

Will Join Forces

The

Even John Thomas Can’t

The Rotary Club

The Christmas spirit captured Ro- '
tarians Friday and did things with
them. Or, possibly the Rotarian cap
tured the Christmas spirit and did
things that will long be remembered
not only by the Rotarians themselves
but by their boy guests whose smil
ing faces and dancing eyes told the
story of their delight. It was a
Christmas party for the benefit of
boys in the community, who, for one
reason or another would be particu
larly sure to enjoy it.
Host fOene" with Mrs. O'Neal
hovering in the background to see
that all went well did himself proud
with a feed the boys relished. Fortyeight Rotarians were present each
with a boy guest. Ten Rotarians
who were absent paid for a boy's din
ner.
Henry Bird presided and opened
the meeting with well chosen words.
Secretary
Walker welcomed the
boys with a message that will stick
in their minds when they are men of
mature years. Miss Bertha I. Luce
inspired the company with three
wonderful numbers. Roland Roishaw
with the harmonica, played with
Mrs. Sanborn on the Christmas
carols, directed by Dr. Jameson. Gifts
were presented to the young women
whose table service during the year
has been so courteous. Mrs. Sanborn,
the regular pianist was also remem
bered. At the close of the memo
rable gathering each of 60 boys pres
ent received a gift.
Visiting Rotarians: Dr. Jameson
and C. K Hopkins, Camden; guest
Jack Gatte.

can all Meet this Challenge

after he lost a six-round decision to
James J. Corbett and was knocked
out by Frank Slavin, a fighter he had
once beaten.
Sullivan and Kilrain, at bitter odds
during their boxing years, later be
came fast friends. Finally while in
Baltimore for a fight. John L. went to
Kilrain's hostelry and shook hands—
ending thelr feud.
The old fighter in recent years
stood as straight as he did in his
younger days and weighed about
200—just five more than when he
fought John L. The only marks left
by his ring career were his knobby
ears and hard, gnarled fists.

Kennedy Crane was receiving manykind words around The Courier-Ga
zette plant yesterday due to his
thoughtfulness in sending tbe staff a
large box of Senter Crane chocolates.

A VISIT OF ST. NICHOLAS
’Twas the night before Christmas,
When all through the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care,

In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there.
The children were nestled all snug in their beds,

While visions of sugar plums danced through their heads
And .Mamma in her kerchief and I in my cap

Had just settled our brains for a long winter's nap.
When out on the lawn arose such a clatter

I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter.

Away to the window I flew like a flash,
Tore open the shutters and drew up the sash.
The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow
Gave a luster of midday to objects below;

When what to my wondering eyes should appear

But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer,

With a little old driver, so lively and quick,
I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick!

More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,
And he whistled and shoutedand called them by name;
‘‘Now, Dasher! now, Dancer! now, Prancer! now Vixen!

On, Comet! on Cupid on Donner and Blitzen!
To the top of the porch, to the top of the wall,
Now, dash away, dash away, dash away, all!”

As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky,
So up to the housetop the coursers they flew,
With the sleigh full of toys and St. Nicholas, too.
And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof

The prancing and pawing of each little hoof;

As I drew in my head, and was turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.

He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot;

A bundle of toys he had flung on his back,
And he looked like a peddler just opening his pack.
His eyes how they twinkled! his dimples how merry!

His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry;
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow,
And the bcard on his chin was as white as the snow,
The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth,

And the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath.

He had a broad face, and a little round belly,
That shook when he laughed like a bowl full of jelly.

He was chubby and plump—a right jolly old elf—
And I laughed when Isaw him in spite of/nvself.

A wink of his eye and a twist of his head
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a jerk,

And laying his finger aside of his nose,
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose.
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whistle,
And away they all flew like tlie down of a thistle;
And I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,
‘‘Happy Christmas to aft, and to all a good-night!”
—Clement C. Moore.
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Once Against The Law, Later Rec
ommended For Sunday

"Bowls and bowling are pastimes of
such long standing that they have
worn a track across the map. Bowl
ing Green is the name of eight towns
and localities in the United States,
a bay and a cape in Australia, and
two villages in England. American
variants are Bowllngton, Kentucky,
and Bowler's wharf. Virginia. The
Bowling Greens are towns of Florida.
Indiana. Missouri. South Carolina.
Virginia. Ohio, and Kentucky, and a
mountain in New Jersey. Wales has
a Bowling Bank.
"Scotland has its Bowling, a town
twelve miles down the Clyde River
from Glasgow; because so many
steamers put into Bowling Harbor
for winter repairs, it is nicknamed
‘Clyde Infirmary;
"Bowling Alley is the name of two
English hamlets. Others are Bowl
ing Junction and Bowler's Green.
The Surrey mansion of William Pitt,
made Earl of Chatham for navigating
the British Ship of State through
Revolutionary waters, was Bowling
Green House.
"One reason for the farflung use
of this sport's name is that the game
was given the stimulus of prohibi
tion. A law in force until 1845 per
mitted only the landed gentry to
obtain a license for bowls, and a
bowling green became a symbol of
distinction and special privilege.
Soon after Its rise to popularity in
the 13th century, the game was pro
hibited for fear it might detract from
the followihg of archery, then so im
portant as a means of national de
fense. Later, when it became the
pastime of the wealthy, it aroused
criticism because of betting. A nonecclesiastical tradition, however, is
that pious John Knox once encoun
tered pious John Calvin at a game
of bowls on Sunday. Last month
President Roosevelt signed a bill
legalizing Sunday bowling in the
District of Columbia.
"Even more than bowling has af
fected geography, geography's in-

tn all nnr fttente

K
Burpee Furniture Company
fluence is seen on variations of the
game. Standard bowling in northern
and western United States is played
with ten pins (adopted when the
game of ninepins was once declared
Illegal) and a 16-pound ball 27 inches
around, with holes for finger grips.
Duckpins. with larger followings far
ther south, uses smaller pins and
balls, finger holes omitted from the
latter. The number of pins differs
for the varieties known as 'cocked
hat (3), 'cocked hat and feather' (4),
and quintet’ (5). The lawn bowls
game ls popular in resort sections
wherever the climate gives an en
couraging answer to 'weather per
mitting”

Elmer Allen’s Chat
Outdoes
Author

“The Black Cat”
By

Identifying

Sleigh Bells
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
In reading “The Black Cat”
column, the article, “I Know His
Step recalled to me my younger
days when I lived in the Willardham
district. I could tell the sounds of
the different sleigh bells as they went
by the house. I remember distinctly
the tone of the bells on the sleighs
of Lermond W. Seavey. Cyrus Wil
lard and Dunbar Willard.

The writer has a large gray kitten
which pulls on and off the electric
lights in the house. Mrs. Allen re
cently received a telephone call from
a neighbor saying, "Did you know
your front room was lighted? The
lights are going on and off frequent
ly.” Upon investigation, Mrs. Allen
found "Nero" the cat, sitting on the
spare bed and playing with the rib
bon which hung from the light.
• • • •
I recently heard two men arguing,
John was questioning Roy about his
dog, and said, "My dog came home
today all mussed up,—one ear gone,
one-half hls tall missing and one
hind leg broken. I was told you had
trouble with him."
Roy replied, “I did. I met him on
the sidewalk and he would not let me
by. I kicked him and took one ear
off. He again sprang at me ferocious
ly and bit my leg so badly the doctor
had to take 14 stitches to close the
wound. I then hit him with a hand
saw and cut off his tail. I gave him
another kick and broke his leg. By
that time he had enough and so did I.
If you want his tail and ear you can
find them near the public library.
While working in a gravel pit
owned by Charles Taylor, Ernest
Pease found a large rock covered with
sea barnacles, also mussel shells. The
unusual flnd has caused considerable
interest as the objects were located
30 feet below the surface and about
one quarter mile from the seashore.
A sample is on exhibition in one of
the grocery stores. The barnacles
are like one finds on the waterfront
and the mussel shells are in per
fect condition. This instance re
minds me of the clam shells found
when the Bodwell Granite Co. dug a
20-foot well on its property (now
the St. George Granite Co..) near a
swamp back of Its boarding house.
A large quantity of clam shells were
found and this well is almost onehalf mile from the wharf. I saw some
of the shells myself.
Elmer E. Allen
Tenants Harbor, Dec. 23.
The great New Year's Milk Fund
Ball of the iRockland P.T.A. will be
held the night of Sat. Jan. 1. at Com
munity Building.
153-154

Merry Christmas!
\ Merry Christmas to our friends,
We’re happy to be knowing
That we have added to your cheer
By keeping home fires glowing.

For many and many a year to come
We hope to go on earning
The right to serve you as before —
And keep your home fires burning.

A. P. BLAISDELL
COAL
5 PARK ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 255

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
MEMBER (EDERAL D-EPOSI^jl NSURANCt CORMRATIOA

NO GUESSWORK HERE
Our Direct Reduction Loan Is Guaranteed Contract
4 ou know how much you pay each month and how many
months you will have to pay. A ioan can be arranged to run from
five years to fifteen years, and under some circumstances even
longer. The most popular term Ls 139 mouths, and the payment re
quired monthly is $1.00 on each $100.00 borrowed. A $2000.00 loan
calls for a payment of $20.00 per month. Of the first $20.00 paid
$10.00 covers thc month's interest and the other $10.00 reduces the
loan to $1990.00. Thc interest is reduced every month and the
amount going to reduce the loan is increased with every payment.
The balance due is shown on your Deposit Book each month. At
the 139th payment of $20.00, 10 cents pays the interest and $19.90
is credited to the loan and cancels it. And there you are.

Rockland Loan and Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
145-S-tf
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Deo. 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building.
Dec. 25—Camden—Outing Club ball
at Opera House
'The
Dec. 27—Rockport—Pageant,
Nativity" at Baptist Church.
Dec 27—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Helena Fales.
Jan. 1—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland P.TA.
Jan 3 (10 a. m.)—Inauguration ol New
City Government.
Jan 3—Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Club
meets ln this osey
Jan. 21 (3 to 9 30)—Educational Club
meets at Orand Army hall
Feb 4- Waldoboro—High School birth
day party at auditorium.

Ice fishermen have begun their
winter campaign.

Aurora Lodge, F.A.M., will be in
spected next Wednesday night by Ed
gar C. Ames, D.DOii., and the Mas
ter Mason degree will be conferred.
Supper at 6.15.
Comrades of the Way will hold
their annual Christmas reunion at
the Congregational vestry Sunday
evening at 6.30. All former Com
rades are invited to be present.

“The Three Wise Men" is the title
of the handsome window decoration
which is causing so many sightseers
to pause in front of the residence of
Raymond S. Watts on Broadway.

“Keep America out of the War"
will be Department Commander
Hamlin's slogan when he addresses
the public meeting sponsored by the
Dover-Foxcroft V.F.W. Post, Dec. 31.
There will be a Christmas dance
at Community Building Christmas
night under auspices of Harold i
Savage, young's 15-piece orchestra 1
will provide music and a special fea
ture will be Ann Mae Marley, tap
dancer of the IMajor Bowes unit.

Charles, 6-year-oin son of Charles
E. Shadie of 22 South Main street,
stepped from behind a truck Thurs
day night just in season to be struck
down by a taxicab. The lad is at
Knox Hospital suffering from a
fractured jaw and leg and other se
vere Injuries.

GREETlflGS
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IN THE CHURCHES
We, the members of The C.-G. Club, wish
to extend Christmas Greetings to all our cus
tomers and to thank them for their patience and
many kindnesses of the past year.

Jack Huke, President
Harold Richards
Dick Seaman
Frederick Perry
Richard Perry
Clarence Childs
Milton Rollins
Elmer Pinkham
Elmer Lufkin
Jack Wood
Raymond Anderson
Vernely Knowlton

The annual New Year's Mllk Fund
Ball of the Rockland Parent-Teacher
Association will be held the eveninug
of Jan. 1 at Community Building.
The entire proceeds will go toward
milk for children in Rockland grade
schools.

The new City Government organi
zes one week from next Monday, at a
lorenoon session beginning at 10
o'clock. Speculation is still rife as
News was Received here today to the appointment of city officials,
(Friday) of the death of Mrs. Charles interest centering rather largely on j
Lewis in a Bangor Hospital.
police chief. A surprisingly small
I The broadcast given by Stafford
number of applicants has applied for
j Congdon at the Burpee Furniture
The store in Ulmer block recently
the various office.
Store this week has been thoroughly
vacated by R. V. Stevenson, is being
■me name 7~Mrs. Marguerite en^'ed
Rockland citizens and
put in readiness for a future tenant.
A fine location for somebody.
Brewer as chairman was accidentally 'many compliments extended from
omitted in the list of helpers, at the
alld vlsltors from out cf
Charles Swett. who is having win
Christmas festivities for needy chil town. Mrs. Nettie B. Frost, vocalist,
ter employment in an Augusta. Ga.
dren, given Wednesday by Huntley- has assisted Mr. Congdon. the prohotel writes Rockland friends that Hill Post and Auxiliary. Mrs. Brewer «ram for Christmas Eve featuring
they are having chilly weather down and her sister made the bags which Ross McKinney, bass, vocal soloist
that way.
were hung on the tree, a task which and selections by the Baptist Church
Choir.
There was a surprised Inmate at represented a deal of work.

vtc'wg'ei’jTsc’cwe’eie’cire'e’cte’c
voo WOULDN'T throw
AWAY TEN DOLLAR 8'l.US- ,
WOULD YOU'- Wilt,BON t/
ZMBGlBCT to get ‘

ACCIDENT. .
IfNSURANCt

"TKOM

ED.MORAN
BEFORf
ANYTHING-,-'/
There's only one class of people
in this town who don't need acci
dent insurance—and their relatives
probably wish they'd had it. Of
course insurance won't prevent
accidents, but it WILL prevent
loss!

SERMONETTE
Christmas 1937

Millions make Christmas the su
preme day of Joyous happiness
and it wears a livery all its own.
Stores are radiant with gifts and
at no other time do the markets
look so attractive.
In all our cities, in front of
churches, in niches between walls,
in front of empty buildings, any
where space can be found, men
stand for days, selling the beau
tiful pointed firs and spruces that
homes may be graced with a
Christmas tree. Wreathes of holly
and spruce with bright berries and
pine cones abound.
Like many other blessings we
receive, we seldom think of the
cost. For weeks other men have
tramped the woods in New Eng
land and Northern States, cold,
wet in wind and sleet selecting,
cutting and binding these beau
tiful trees—hundreds of car loads
of them on sidings everywhere.
They must be in the market not too
early and yet in time to be sold.
They cost much in sickness and
discomfort not included in the
price.
When we pass the kettles of the
Salvation Army and the Volun
teers of America, we drop in our
change, but how cold these lassies
are, as they stand guard to feed
the poor and bring cheer to the
hundreds that otherwise would be
without it. Last year in Portland
just at Christmastide the Com
mander and his wife of the Volun
teers of America, lost their only
daughter, but they packed and
sent out 350 baskets and served
375 dinners before they could be
alone with their grief.
Christmas costs—but the bless
ings come to those who give of
times and with gifts. The Christ
child brought the world joy.
—William A. Holman.

Following our usual custom we will hold a RED TAG

SALE between Christmas and New Year’s.

are COATS, DRESSES, HATS; soiled or mussed HAND
KERCHIEFS, STATIONERY, SHIRTS, etc., items we

distinctly do not wish to take in stock January 1st.

WATCH FOR THE RED TAGS
MONDAY, DECEMBER 27

WE WISH
to all o( those whose patronage has made our busi
ness what it is today and to each and every one

(J I

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, will be this
order of services: Christmas Eve,
: Fiftt Vespers at 5 p. m.; Mid-night
Mass at 11.30; Christmas Day: Mass
at 9 a. m„ vespers at 7.30; Sunday,
St Stephen's Day: Matins at 7.10;
Mass at 730; Sung Mass and ser
mon at 10 30; children's service at
INSURANCE
.
4 p. m. The public is welcome.
1 COUNSELLORS *
• • • *
425 MAIN ST. ~ PHONE 98
"After Christmas—What?" will be
the theme of the sermon by Rev. Cor
win H. Olds at the Congregational
Church. The unified service of pub
lic worship and church school is at
10.30 a. m. This will be Christmas
Reunion Sunday at the Comrades of
W C. T. U. Loses Valuable 1the Way' who wU1 meet in the church
iiz i
d j u vestry at 6.30 p. m. All former Com-

the Knox County Jail yesterday
Fassers-by at William T. Flint's [ “True Confession," one of the seawhen he' recevied a package of good Clover Farm Market on Park street' son's big pictures, comes to Strand
ies from the man whom he was con find an especially attractive holiday Theatre for Sunday. Monday and
victed of having robbed.
scene, particularly after nightfall Tuesday, with Carole Lombard. Fred
when the strong lights emphasize the j MacMurray and John Barrymore,
Bare ground predominates in this
glitter of tinsel and gay holiday Attention was recently focused on Alvicinity for Christmas.
Rubbers,
colors. Small, lighted trees grace the . catraz Island through the unsolved
overshoes and earlaps are a bit su
windows and streamers go from the j escape of two convicts. Hence the
perfluous, but will doubtless be much
interest which will be felt in the pic
in demand before the ides of March. center to all sides of the store, hung
.,
ij with tinsel strips and Christmas bells. ture Wednesday and Thursday, en
titled “Alcatraz Island.” Thc FridayChristmas spirit laughs at lock
Capt.
Charles
M.
Treat
of
the
Air

Saturday feature will be “Wise Girl."
smiths. Here is what the inmates of
the Knox County Jail will have for ways. Inc., has often served in emer
Tlie Belfast Band comes here next
Christmas dinner: Roast pork, pota gencies and rare flights, but this
Tuesday for a joint rehearsal with
toes. turnip, squash, mince pie and week had an assignment unusual
even for a commercial aviation pi the Rockland City Band. The two
coffee.
lot. His plane was used for a Santa organizations are to broadcast over I
Claus
shipment—a bulky one—but WLBZ at 7.15 on the first three
Mae West will figure in no more
programs which the National Broad was equal to the task of transporting Tuesday nights of January. Harold
casting Company sponsors. Her re a full sized cedar chest 'cross the bay Kelley is manager of the Belfast
Worker—Many Head Her rades who are in tcv,a are lnvltei t0
cent broadcasting (the Adam and to Vinal Haven where it arrived in i Band and George Law is the business
be present.
Articles In This Paper
Eve sketch) heard by many Rockland safety and speed, adding to the Yule- executive of the Rockland Band. A
• • • •
I
Joint concert is under consideration
listeners, will convince the average tide joy of Mrs. Fannie Ames.
Mrs. Evie M. Studley. 72, wife of S.
New
Year
’
s
Sunday
will be observed
with 45 pieces in the massed organi
person that the N.B.C. is justified in
F.
Studley
and
one
of
the
most
wide

at
the
First
Baptist
Church tomor
E. L. Brown's mail yesterday zation. The Rockland Band is now
this step.
ly-known W. C. T. U. workers in row. The morning subject will be:
brought him the illustrated supple holding rehearsals Tuesday nights.
"On To Victory." The choir under
Maine, died at her home in Medo
Richardson's Restaurant, formerly ment of the Osaka Mainichi. dealing
the direction of Mrs. Mabefle Squires
Trial
Justice
Leslie
B.
Dyer
of
with
“
The
China
Emergency."
Im

Foley's makes its official bow to the
mak Thursday.
will sing. The church school with
public Christmas Day with an extra mediate and remote causes of the Vinalhaven has been acting as judge
Mrs. Studley who contributed classes for all ages will meet at noon.
of
the
Rockland
Municipal
Court
conflict
(from
the
Japanese
standspecial holiday menu. Charles M.
many columns to newspapers in sup- The Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour
Richardson is the new proprietor and ' point, of course) are explained at this week in the absence of Judge
port
of the temperance cause was will open at 6 o'clock. The people's
length,
the
spread
of
hostilities
from
j
Zelma
M.
Dwinal.
Two
cases
of
is now putting the finishing touches
evening service will open at 7.15 with
to the complete renovation of the Lukouchia to Shanghai is traced, "overloaded" trucks demanded his st born in Harrington, the daughter of
the prelude and big sing assisted by
and the way to stabilization of East tention Thursday forenoon, one truck the Rev James and Helen Morelen.
lamous old eating establishment.
Asia is pointed out. The magazine | being 1000 pounds over-weight and ! Untii two years ag0 she had served the organ, piano, trombone and choir.
"The few remaining steam craft in was sent to Mr. Brown by T. Hashi- the ether 800 pounds. Edward Hull } for M years as Lincoln County W.C. Mr. MacDonald's sermon will be.
“One Mans Resolution." There will
Rockland harbor joined in a shrill note, one of students through the and Joseph Tardlff were each fined T.U. president, and at the time of
be a baptism at this service.
salute at 10 o'clock this (Friday) fore Business Education of Columbus, costs. Spectators were impressed by her death, was honorary president;
the dignity with which Judge Dyer also secretary of the organization.
noon when the Coast Guard Cutter Ohio.
"A Never-To-Be-Fcrgotten-Mornpresided, and his manifest fairness to She was a member of the Methodist
Kickapco rounded Owl's Head and
ing" will be the sermon topic of Rev.
A travelogue of exceptional inter all concerned.
came to anchor in the outer harbor.
Church.
Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt Me
The craft did not dock at Tillson est will be heard by the members of
Besides her husband she leaves a
The holiday season dawns with a son, Francis, of Damariscotta, and morial Methodist Church at the Sun
wharf until 2 p. m.. and was enthusi the Lions Club at next Wednesday's
day morning worship service. Special
astically greeted.
The boat was meeting. The speaker will be a for considerably better outlook at tlie a sister, Mis Ida Morelen of Me
Christmas music will again be rend
mer
Warren
boy.
Orrett
F.
Robinson,
Snow
shipyard,
and
prospect
of
a
brought north by Bos'n Albert Van
domak.
ered by the choir under the dlrecDe Venter and a crew of about 25 now a member of the Eastern State iarger payroll in lhe spring.. The
Funeral services will be conducted I
. tion of Mrs. Lydia Storer. Miss Carol
Portland
fishing
schooner
Fannie
Normal
School
staff
of
Castine.
Mr.
Coast Guardsmen.
Several stops
^rdner will play the organ. Thc
were made on the way, but the craft and Mrs. Robinson have visited every Bell, which recently went ashore near Rev. O. G. Barnard, pastor of the
Friendly Men's Bible Class will meet
State
in
the
Union,
traveling
lei

Vinal
Haven
is
on
the
railway
re

had a good passage. She will base at
Waldoboro Methodist Church, offi at 9.30 a. m.; the rest of the church
Rockland for the winter and serve surely, and have amassed a great ceiving part of a new keel, and other ciating. Burial will be in Evergreen school will convene at noon. The
fund of interesting information. The repairs necessitated by the pounding cemetery.
as an ice-breaker where desired.
Epworth League service will be
highlights will be told by Mr. Rob she experienced while on the rocks.
I Mrs. Studley’s Communications omitted. At 7.30 p. m„ in the audi
inson
in
hls
half-hour
talk
Wednes

In
addition,
the
new
Bedford
dragThere was a large attendance at
on temperance subjects have ap
the weekly meeting of Rockland day. Incidentally he is a member of ger Mary R. Mullen is coming for peared in The Courier-Gazette many torium, the Christmas pageant "The
Townsend Ciub, No. 1 Wednesday the Castine Lions Club.
a remodeling of the forward end to years, the most recent being given Adoration of the Kings and Shep
night. Offlcers to serve for the next
that the craft will ride easier. The publication only a few days ago.— herds" will be presented by the young
people's department of the church
A
clipping
kindly
sent
to
this
paper
six months were nominated, and the
Islesboro ferryboat Gov. Brann. comes Ed.l
school, assisted by the choir. Service
election will take place at the next by Sam Sezak of Fairhaven. Mass., early in January and will have new
of prayer and praise Tuesday evening
meeting Dec. 29. At that time V. O. tells of a plan for the revival of truss frames installed between the
BORN
Giles, secretary, will give a detailed roller polo in that section of the deck and bottom tor strengthening FOSTER—At Rockland, Dec 8. to Mr. at 7.30 o'clock. • • • •
and Mrs Arthur Foster, a son Arthur
report of the club's activities during Bay State. The item reads: "New purposes. Contract has been made
“Christian Science" is the subject
Jr.
ihe past year. There will also be a Bedford. Plymouth, Providence and j Wlth Hamish Mitchell of Southamp
of the Lesson-Sermon that will be
will
comprise the ton, Bermuda, for construction of a
Christmas tree and all members are Worcester
DIED
read in all Churches of Christ, Sci
roller
polo
circuit now 32 foot commuter to be used in Ber LEWIS—At Bangor. Dee. 24 Isabelle,
requested to take a gift not to ex new
entist, Dec. 26. The Golden Text is,
wife
of
Charles
F
Lewis,
formerly
of
ceed 10 cents. As usual the enter being organized to revive the fa muda waters.
Rockland, aged 57 years. 1 month, 24 “Ho, every one that thirsteth, come
days.
tainment committee will present a vorite winter indoor sport, it was
ye to the waters, and he that hath no
SHIBLES
—At Rockport. Dec 23. Wil
fine program. The president of the announced last night by Bill Jette,
liam Albert Shibles. aged 69 years. 10 money; come ye. buy, and eat; yea.
months. 20 days. Funeral Sunday at
club hopes that all members who local polo veteran. There is also pos
2 o'clock from Russell Funeral parlors
are able will attend this meeting. sibility of a fifth team from Meri
ln Rockport.
den, Conn. League competition is
The public is invited.
SMITH—At Rockland. Dec. 23. Louise
Marie,
widow of James W Smith, aged
expected to start Jan. 5, with New
74 years. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
Bedford
playing
its
home
games
at
from 38 Crescent street
Would You Like to Win an Income
STUDLEY—At Bremen, Dec. 23. Mrs
for Life? First Prize—$1,200.00 a year the Arena Wednesdays. New Bed
Evie M. Studley, aged 72 years. 21
months. 18 days. Funeral Sunday at
for life. 99 other cash awards. See ford's starting lineup may include
1 o'clock from residence, Interment
the announcement in the American Jette in the goal, the veteran “Wild
ln Evergreen cemetery.
Weekly Magazine with the December Bill” Duggan and Art St. Aubin,
MORTICIANS
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
“Bib" Boucher and Arruda.” AU of I
The regular annual meeting of the !
26. Boston Sunday Advertiser.
Incorporators of Knox County General
Ambulance Service
154*lt the players herein mentioned were I
Hospital will be held at the William
Bok Home at 7.30 p. m , Monday. Jan
---------------J seen on the surface of the old Ar- I
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
uary 10. 1938. for the election of offlcers
The great New Year's Milk Fund cade some years ago, and there are |
and directors, and transacting such other I
TEL. 662
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
business as may legally come before
Ball of the Rockland P.T.A. will be many scores of Rockland fans who 9 CLAREMONT
ST. ROCKLAND said meeting.
119-tf
held the night of Sat. Jan. 1. at Com would like to see them here again, j
ENSIGN
OTIS.
Secretary.
98tf
December 20, 1937.
153 155 '
Once a polo fan always a polo fan,
munity Building.
153-154

of our fellow townsmen—

A ih’ry ffirrry Christmas
A Happy and JJroaprroua

Sfrui llrar . . .

r.CMORANCOA

and, as befits our business.—a Warm and Comfort
able Home Always—the kind that is obtained by
burning D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Mrs. E. M. Studley

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home

In this sale

TEL. 487

519 MAIN ST.

New Year s Milk Fund Ball
SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 1
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Parent-Teacher Association

153-156

come, buy wine and milk without 7.15, the topic wlll be “Ouided by a
money and without price." (Isaiah Star or a Song.” There will be spe
55:1). The citations from the Bible cial music. The usual mid-week 1
include the following passages: "Anti prayer service Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
I saw another mighty angel come The Ladies' Aid will meet Wednesday
down from heaven, clothed with a evening at the parsonage and there
cloud: and a ralnbcw was upon his will be a watch night service Friday
head, and his face was as it were the evening from 7.30 till 12.
ANNUAL MEETING
sun, and his feet as pillars of fire:
ROCKLAND
LOAN
AND
BUILDING
And he had in his hand a little boos ,
ASSOCIATION
open: Anti I went unto the angel, and
MARTINSVILLE
The Annual Meeting of the Share
said unto him. Give me the little book.
holders of the Rockland Loan and Build
ing Association wlll be held at the office
And he £ald a*110 me' Takc.lt'.and
of the Corporation. No 18 School Street.
J. Wesley Stuart will use as sermon Rockland.
Maine, at 7.30 o'clock. Monday
eat it up; and it shall make thy belly
evening. January 10. 1938. for the fol
bitter, but it shall be in thy mouth topic, "Old Paths,” in the Baptist lowing purposes.
First
sweet as honey." (Revelation 10:1,2,9). Church on the Ridge, Sunday at 10.30.
To listen and act upon Reports of
The Sunday School Will convene at j the Directors and Officers for the past
year.
Continuing the spirit of the holiday 11.30. The evening service will be in
Second
To choose a Board of eleven Direc
season at the Universalist Church the 'chapel at Port Clyde at 7 p. m. tors
and an Auditor
Third
Sunday morning 1Q46 a. m. thc Wednesday night Is prayer-meeting
To transact any other business that
choir will feature Christmas anthems i night. This church will unite with may properly come before the meeting.
H. O. GURDY. Secretary
and carols. Dr. Lowe will preach on others in a Watch Night Service at
Rockland. Maine. Dec. 21. 1937
the subject "Beliefs Make a Differ the Baptist chapel in Port Clyde.
154-S-4
ence. Church School sessions in the
vestry at noon. Mrs. Glover’s Class
at her residence after the church
service.
Dr. Lowe’s Class for men
in the auditorium at the same hour,
| Nursery department during the
morning service.
• • • »

At Littlefield Memorial Church,
Rev. Charles A. Marstaiier. pastor,
morning service comes at 10.30 when
the pastor will preach from the topic,
"The Scriptural Significance of New
Year." There will be a children's
story. Mrs. Eula Munro and Miss
Olive Bragg will sing a duet, and
there will be a duet by the Misses
Miriam Dorman and Barbara Bart
lett. Sunday School is at the close of
the morning service; Senior and
Junior Christian Endeaver meet at
6 p. m. and at the evening service at

MHAISTfllASs^
from

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
With our appreciation of the liberal patronage

given us the past year

Roslyn’s Old Mill Wheel Still Grinds After 236 Years

Today’s Great Musicians
I. GRACE MOORE
dad knew her not. So work again,
By J. V. CLARKE
OU are apparently the only the soul-tiring work of tlie would be
opera star—lifting stacks of heavy
other person in the world —
books by the mere flexion of aching
when Grace Moore talks to you
abdominal muscles, an all-round
She uses many swift, delicate ges
body training that would make a
tures to emphasize what her warm champion prizefighter quit. Endless
voice is saying; there is sympathy
and a note of laughter always with
in it.
She has, unaffectedly, the
giand manner of the Continent, yet
she hails from the little town of
Jellicoe, Tennessee — population
1,530 souls, a newspaper and a Bap
tist Church where she used to sing
—and she's downright American.
The products of Jellicoe are lum
ber. raincoats, brass bearings, ho
siery and proprietary drugs. Only
a little town The atlas doesn't list
its chief product — Grace Moore.
Bui there is an atlas of the heart,
and in it, because of Grace Moore,
Jellicoe looms like a metropolis!
The little Jellicoe girl has become
the great Metropolitan Opera star.
You may hear her now, singing
with the General Motors Concert
Company, radio's first, great concert
group, whose eight world-celebrated ■
members are under exclusive radio ,
contract for the full thirteen-week;
season. These General Motors Con
Grace Moore
certs—from 8 to 9 P.M., EST, on
Sunday evenings, on a nation-wide vocal and breathing exercises; a
hook-up of the NBC-WJZ (Blue) maddening babel of foreign lan
network — have been called “the guages—you saw just a little of it, if
Metropolitan Opera of the Air,” you saw “One Night of Love!” And
while the new Concert Cofhpany is although the Metropolitan still glow
hailed by critics as the year's most ered like an ancient, walled city, the
significant musical advance in radio. gates of musical comedy swung
It has not been an easy trek from suddenly wide.
Jellicoe to radio, and many a girl
Musical comedy money took her
with less of the fire of life, and of
to Europe for a year of even more
dauntless courage, would have lin
intensive study. One day she read
gered to enjoy comparatively dazz
in an Italian newspaper that the
ling successes on the way. Her
Director of the Metropolitan Opera
Story is one of courage, of keen dis
Company was in Milan She rushed
appointments, of more courage.
there, sang for him. Her delicate
It was a singularly beautiful voice
yet vivid beauty, her gracious pres
which called sinners to repentance
ence and soft magnetism spoke for
in the little Baptist Church. And
her; her glorious voice with its
Jellicoe was stunned. But its imagi
lovely, tender overtones, sang for
nation didn't at all keep pace with
her—she was engaged!
that of its golden haired daughter
She returned to America, trans
As a student at Ward-Belmont Col
lege. she had worked hard at her figured with joy, and made her tri
tinging. Even then she dreamed of umphant Metropolitan Opera dehut
the great stage of the Metropolitan, February 7, 1929, in the role of
heard the waves of applause crash Mimi in “La Boheme.” From Jelliupon the footlights. She went to coe’s choir to the Metropolitan's
Washington, studied harder than dazzling stage—what a journey! But
ever. And there, almost unkindly, her vision and ambition arc as vivid
fortune favored her. For she wa- as her beauty. Motion picture and
booked to sing in a concert with radio laurels of the first order now
the great Metropolitan tenor, Mar grace her brow.
When General Motors was search
tinelli.
Her hopes soared to the
akiesl She went to New York, ex ing the world for unique voices and
pecting that the doors of the Met personalities for its new Concert
ropolitan would be aswing
Company, Grace Moore must have
But, like thousands of others in seemed one of those great “nat
the flush of first success, Grace urals” for which music and radio
Moore found that the modern Bag directors pray!
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American

Relic

Stands with Few Changes
Save for New Roof
By MARION CUNNINGHAM

T'S water over the dam, all right,
out In Roslyn, Long Island, and
has been since 1701.
Ceaselessly for more than two
centuries the old mill wheel has
been revolving, marking with every
turn the slow passage trom pioneer
simplicity to a modern America.
Long before George Washington
saw the light of a Virginia dawn,
tall-masted schooners were tying up
at the landing in the little inlet of
Hempstead Harbor to unload their
burdens of Connecticut corn. With
the nineteenth century steamers
nosed into the dock to feed grain to
the hopper. By 1916 even the mill
wheel that still turns conceded to
progress by giving its power to gen
erate electricity.
It was in 1701 that Doane Robin
son built the old grist mill, and until
1916 it operated continuously for
business. In that year its last pri
vate owner, Isaac Hicks, gave it to
the town of Roslyn to be restored
and cherished as a "Museum of In
dustrial Arts.”
America's three great wars are
represented by a frayed British red
coat, a drum carried by a little Eng
lish boy whom the soldiers of the
Civil War called “Johnny Bull," and
the gas masks and bayonets of the
World War. There are symbols of
peace too, of life continuing in spite
of *var—a yellowing marriage cer•Iflcate, a baby's christening dress,
a colonial wheat cradle, even a handr.iale tooth extractor among countlevs other objects.

I

Such mementoes of early Ameri who asked Miss Alice Titus to come
can history, lt was decided years there and serve tea for the visitors.
It was about that time that a
ago, were too valuable to be risked
under a roof which might be prey , modern roof was constructed to
to sparks from a chimney or a protect the flne old building. In
color, the mineral-surfaced asphalt
nearby burning building.
shingles were planned to harmonize
When in 1916 the mill became pub admirably with the mellow sur
lic property. Harold Godwin, a roundings, while sheltering against
grandson of William Cullen Bryant, possibility of roof flres the priceless
was appointed trustee in charge of objects of Americana beneath. It is
the restoration and donated an old a concession to modernity which,
Dutch door from hls grandfather's while adding beauty and safety, sacstudy for the entrance. It was he too I rifices nothing in atmosphere.

States Rival

Wins Beautiful Hair Award

Ktttv Carlisle, star of the CBS Priday “Song Shop,’’ was presented
with thc “1937 Jerome Award For Beautiful Hair.” Jerome, whose Pent
house Beauty Salon Is located way above the roar of New York's traffic,
makes three awards annually to radio stars for hair, skin and hands.
Winsome Kitty Carlisle carried off the honors for the most beautiful
tresser of this year.

lVz-Ton Stock Rack

In Exhibits for
New York Fair
NEW YORK (Special).—Keen
rivalry among the States and
Territories over the exhibits they
intend displaying at the New
York World's Fair of 1939, and
the almost weekly addition of an
other foreign nation to the long
roster of those participating in
the exposition are among today’s
highlights in its progress.
Thirty-one States and two Ter
ritories are now enrolled. The
remainder await the next session
of their legislatures. The foreign
nations taking part now number
46 with eight more conducting
j negotiations.
Either Governors of States or
I their specially appointed Com
missioners have visited Grover A
Whalen, President of the Fair,
| and given assurance that the re
spective displays at the exposition
will be more comprehensive and
dramatic than ever before made.
Governor Lloyd C. Stark of Mis
souri said: “We intend to sell I
Missouri to the world at the New
York Fair." This State, incident
ally, was the first to pass a bill
for participation and first to sign
formal contract for exhibit space
Oregon plans such unusual ex
hibits as of salmon scaling a falls,
as is their seasonable habit; a
populous Indian village, skill of
axemen of her woods and of her
log-rollers, her wild animal life,
including antelope, cougars and
beavers. The State has taken an
area of 50,000 square feet as thea
tre for her dramatic display.
Florida will come to the Fair
with a presentation of her citrus
industry at work, the products of
her phosphate mines, and the
features of the State as a winter
playground for the world.
Lithuania and Mexico are the
latest nations to join Britain,
France. Russia, Italy and the for
eign procession to the Fair.
Belgium, recently added to the
list, plans an impressive display
of diamonds worth a fortune, and
also a colonial exhibit from her
Congo colony France has already
engaged her most modern archi
tect and designer.

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
a »**
By Ronald Coleman
Ronald Coleman, celebrated stage
and screen star writes today's col
umn of "Hollywood Star-Lltes" while
Chuck Cochard ls recuperating from
a recent illness.
Hollywood—-(Exclusive)—Any life
story—yours or mine—Is a gesture
more or less futile. It ls a narrative ,
of dates and people and events which 1

may interest some and bore others to |
extinction. A good writer can make !
dull things sound very interesting j
by the expert usage of words. That
Is hls business. It isn't mine. I am j
no writer, so I shall set down the
important events of my life simply I
and as ungloriously as they shaped j
themselves.
My father's name was James Cole- |
man, a silk importer of modest cir
cumstances. My mother's name was
Marjorie Fraser. I was born on
February 9, 1891. The birthplace was
I Richmond. Surrey, England.
My father had high hopes for me. |
He wanted to see me in Oxford,
and in preparation of that I was sent i
to the Hadley School in Llttlehamp- •
ton. While at Hadley I became interested in amateur theatricals and '
’ succeeded in playing juvenile roles in
“The Admirable Mr. Crichton."
“Sowing the Wind," and “Fanny's
First Play.'*
It was here that my father died
and I was compelled at the age of 16.
1 to abandon hopes for Oxford and
go to work. I went to London and
found employment as office boy for
the British Steamship Company at
a salary of 6250 a week.
When the war broke out I left my I
job and joined the London Scot
tish Regiment. I saw action at i
Ypres. then as Messines—where an I
exploding shell caused me to stumble
with the result that my ankle frac
tured. This unheroic injury led to
me medical discharge from the army
and I was a free man. looking for j
work. This was the summer of 1916.
My thought first turned to the
MEET THE SINGIN’ SAM FAMILY
theater. My flrst professional ap- j
j pearance on any stage was as the I
black-face herald boy in the Tagore
sketch. "The Maharanee of Arakan.''
at the Coliseum. All I did was toot I
a hern.
Strangely enough, this
false start led to a meeting with Miss
Gladys George and a bit in "The Mis
leading Lady."
I was on the stage, at last, with the
leading role in Brieux's “Damaged
Goods." lt ran for seven months
until the air raids over London shut
j It down. During this run George
Dewhurst, one of the pioneers of the
British cinema, induced me to make
a two-reel comedy which was my in
troduction to motion pictures. I
made seven or eight such films be
tween stage Jobs.
During this period I was married
' to Thelma Raye. Unable to find con
tinuous work in 1920. I took second
, class passage to New York on board
i the Zeeland. With 837 in my pockets
I reached New York.
I lived for three weeks on soup and
I rice pudding while I sought a Job
1 and finally got it In 'The Dauntless
; Three."
When in Los Angeles I hounded the
Here's Harry Frankel — radio's "Slngin' Sam" —and Mrs Frankel,
photographed In their home, "Justamere Farm," near Milton, Ind. They've
movie studios, appealed to agents and
been married for four years and are one of radio's happiest couples. Bingin'
sought the attention of producers
Sam will be heard In a big minstrel presentation when he guest stars on
1 and directors without success, and so
"The Song Shop"------ un over CBS on December 3.

IN COMMAND OF THE SHIP

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
1-Loiter
24-Equivalcnce
55-Sharp mounta.n
26-Enemy
spur
4-Vibrates
5<-Staggere
28- Humor
10-Use needle and
29- Fixed (Zool.)
thread
58-Parity
.2-Cindtion of being
39-Famous French
13- Make a mistake
hook shaped (pi.)
aviator
14- Roe (Scot)
35-Town in S. W.
61-To encroach
15- Dlna
France
18- A vegetable
65- Greek goddess
66- Reformed Protestant |36-Suffix used to form
17-Most beloved
present participle
19- Affirming
Episcopal (abbr.)
37-A liquid measure
67- Uncle (Scot)
21- By way of
(abbr.)
22-Greenish finch
68- Girl'a name
33-A college degree
23- W aa ted
69- Half ema
(abbr.)
70- Bestowed by will
25-ln respect to
41- Moved rapidly
27-Regeneratea
71- Drag
42- Aceost
30- Asaignmenta
VERTICAL
43- Pronoun
31- Gazel of Tibet
44- Oriental inn
f-Guided
33- Bind
2- Part of verb “To be' 45- Forever
34- Sciences
46- Small rug
35- Digesta more or leas 3- Moat solemn
49-Charted
4- Givea pleasure to
artificially
51-Over (Contr.)
5- 0wns
38- Sheep cry
52- Uncanny
39- Combining form. One 6- Turn back
53- Slant
40- Pasaing through the 7- Smaller .
57-Part of a plant
pores of a membrane 8- Tardier
59-An insect
9- Gaze fixedly
44-Prefix. Half
10- Antique musical In jO-Largest city in the
47-Youth
world (abbr.)
strument (pi.)
48- And others (Lat.
62- Madame (abbr.)
11- Even (Contr.)
abbr.)
63- South African
12- Oecillate
49- Hard element
antelope
18-Skating places
50- Beatowa income
64- Divis on of Great
20-A metal
upon
Britain (abbr.)
’3-Alarm
54-Muaieal note

(Solution to previous puzxlel

I returned to New York, a badly dis
F-jRlEZ' A K
R A P 1 D
appointed man. But my chance was
|
o'e NO N E
lea
SlE'D
to come. During the fall of 1922 I
A n|t EY ING |e L A
was appearing with Ruth Chatterton
WEltl
N E |V|E|R
E L
and Henry Miller in “La Tendresse."
S|W|O|R|E|
|C D 1 T|S
Henry King, the director, and Lillian
Is P AlR|EZ| |s|t;u N s
Gish attended one of the perform
E r|
E
ances and promptly the next day
|C R E A M| |SP A R fs|
knocked at my dressing room door.
E S T E,R
They were going to Italy to make4 CH AiR.S
h'c
eel
T
E
E
AS
"The White Sister' and would I go I
N TE R
A
5
E
>
J
as Miss Gish's leading man? I ,
WE B B
would! And two days later was on I P A P E R S
D E ElD
SH A M|S
the steamer.
"The Dark Angel," completed in L
October. 1925. was my first film with Garden" and “Arrowsmith,-' which I
Vilma Banky and I consider it the feel is the best picture I ever made.
turning point of my life. It estabAfter an extended trip through
lished me as none of my other pic-. Europe I became associated with 20th
tures had and led to such really fine Century-Fox studios. This was in
—* 1933
silent plays —
as ..o.-n.
“Stella rx.il....
Dallas" *and
“Beau Oeste.' My flrst talking pic
It was after this picture that Mrs.
ture was "Bulldog Drummond" and Colman and I were divorced We
it turned out to be an important had been estranged for many years
success. Then came "Condemned
And this action was inevitable. I
'Raffles," “Devil To Pay." "The Holy have no thought of another mamagc.

r
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EYE OPENERS—by Bob Crosby
A 'Guillotine* is
USEO TO TEST THE
finish on THE Cabinet
OF THE GAS

RsFRlGERATbR

One
dollar
an Ounce

was

ON LETTERS

to England from
= United States
in I82S-*

A ship'* officer'* duties are endless. A* the "Santa

Lucia” dock* at Cristobal an officer supervise*

the seamen handling the forward line*.

COMANCHE

In command, Capt. William C. Renaut, ef th* Graea
Line's “Santa Lucia!** checks the position af hla ship
by ‘‘sheeting the sun.”

A HORSE

Only

v.'AS THE

SuRvivOR

OF THE

i .Custer Massacre

lv

AT LiTTlE BigHorn, iJunE 25 <8 76

HE WAS WOUNDED

Tbn Times /
A "guillotine" pounding machine
General George A. Custer fought
the Indian, Sitting Bull, and tkougbt Is used to test the finish of the gas
he was attacking 1000 Indians . . . refrigerator. Many times more e
vere punishment Is admiustered
Instead of 5000! His band of 260
men was completely wiped out. The . than would be received by years of
usage ln the average kitchen. This
only survivor was Colonel Keogh's
is but one of many thorough tests
horse, "Comanche.” The fleld today
given the gas refrigerator by test
Is marked by marble monuments,
ing engineers.
each placed where a man (ell.

SALES AND SERVICE

The new 1938 Chevrolet lj-j-ton Stock Rack truck is built on a chassis
having a wheelbase of 157 inches. The floor and racks have been designed
especially to prevent injury to stock. The end gate opens horizontally. The
load spucc it Hljjt iuchcj long, 81
inches wile, and Cfl'jS inches high,
.

Officers are trained and disciplined in the exact
ness of tea life. Upon their skill and judgment de
pends the safety of ahip and passenger!. Chance
plays no part. While at sea. crew and passengers,
directed by officers, go through a fire drill.

The bridge. From here go orders to teamen and engi
neers. In the foreground It the engine-room telegraph;
one officer keeps a look-out; another stands by the
automatic pilot, to hit right la the wheel, next the
compass; while a third officer cheeks the log.

DELCO PUMPSand LIGHT PLANTS
PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

148S154
TEL. 26-W
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UNION

SAVING MINDS
By Clarence M. Hindu-, M. I).
General Director, The National Committee For Mental Hygiene

I

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

j

Page Five

All Puffed Up

Methodist Yuletide Program

Capt. Bucky Elated Over
Bear Cats’ Victory Issues
a Defi

A Christmas tree and concert at
the Methodist Church Wednesday
night were marked in attendance and
spirit beyond any similar occasion
of recent years.
The program as arranged by Mrs.
Leila Mansfield, Mrs. Marion Calderhelners consisted nf
“
“““M °L
Christmas hymns, Joy to the

TOWN

OF

VINALHAVEN

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on (ands situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven. tn the County
of Knox, for the year 1937
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of Vinalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1937 commltteed tn mr fn ■ col
lection for said Town on the 3rd dnv of June, 1937. remain unpaid: and
notice ls hereby given that If said tat- taxes as sufficient to pay the
previously paid, ao much of the real estate taxed as sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges wlll be sold without
further notice at public auction at Memorial Hall In said Town, on the first
Monday ln February. 1938. at nine oclock A M

Bucky's Bear Cats walloped the tar
out of Dutchy's Dodgers at their last I
full or part-time service to children
Amount of Tax flue
meeting and Captain Bucky's so
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
apd adults in the United States,
Charges
—«•
»"»—>
cocky that he is throwing challenge., 1
j right and left. He immediately post. to the widespread need. There are
F. F. BROWN—Land and building’ Land bounded on N by land of
Abbie Calderwood. on E. by same, on S. by High St., on W by
this country, parti- i World and T*1' Plrsl Noel b>'
The
j ed a challenge to take on Cap'll
town way. Value $1,100 ...
$€8 21
public education to aid the 1937 Com- cuiarly the rural centers, that are Story of the First Christmas, and
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of Isle au Haut aforesaid, for the year 1937. committed to me for collection
sponsive reading for Christmas led tation, Thc Present He Wanted.
and tree-shaded Chestnut street are «€ SOUTH WARREN
mas
decorations,
and
ice
cream,
for
said town on the 24th day of May,
1937, remain unpaid; and notice ls
gor
were
callers
on
relatives
here
re

by Wyman O. Drinkwater; reading, Vernard Merrifield; reading, Miss
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ
lined with such homes. Some of
cookies and birthday cake. The
cently.
ously
paid,
so
much
of
the
real
estate
taxed as ls sufficient and necessary
Prims
Christinas
Shopping,
Althea
their , roofs
have
,
trailed ‘widow's
M.P. Orne has returned from New. "Prayer for Direction," by Mrs. Belle
young hostess received many nice to pay the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold
walks where wives strained eyes for YorR where hg hag
a^j^ E Howes; prayer, by the pastor. Rev. Watson; song, Christmas Caro!,
at public auction at Revere Memorial Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday
gifts. Prize for the letter word hunt
in February. 1938, at nine o’clock A M
C. Cutting of South Portland in the Oardner Wills; Scripture reading, school; recitation, Waiting up for
went
to
Dottle
Johnson.
Cynthia
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
sale of Christmas trees.
| b^ Mrs. Gardner Wills; reading. "Si- Santa Claus, Betty Rolfe.
Tupper and Sadie Oustavison won the
Including Interest and
Santa Claus arrived In time to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt went len^ Ni8ht, Holy Night," by Mrs.
Charges
Vinalhaven & Rockland
i ball game; Phyllis Bogren, thc musical
The
Tuesday to Marblehead, Mass.,
Wooster; hymn, "Silent unload the Christmas tree.
Steamboat Company
i
rug.
Consolation
prizes
were
given
NATHANIEL MERCHANT HEIRS—Land bounded on North by land
of Isle au Haut Land Co., Inc On East by land of D M Grant
where they will be holiday guests of
reading. "Is There a Santa school room was prettily decorated.
ROCKLAND
Ann Robinson and Harold Chilles.
Heirs; on South by Sea. Lot No. 26 96 acres. Value $576
$19 58
Although
the
traveling
was
bad.
Claus?" by Mrs. Russell Knight;
relatives.
Int
.........................................
24
Major Bowes program was presented
Service To:
and
the
weather
stormy,
there
were
recitations,
“
Away
ln
a
Manger,"
by
Mrs. Rachel Overlock returned
I by Harold Chilles, Dottie Johnson,
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
$19 82
LLEWELLYN RICH
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Saturday from Boston where she has Janet Buck; "Little Flakes of Snow." 17 parents and visitors present.
Ada M. Dyer. Richard Dyer, Phyllis
Dec 14. 1937.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Isle au Haut. Maine.
After
a
two
weeks'
vacation,
school
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
William
Warner;
“
Santas
Visit."
been a patient at the New England
Bogren anci Sadie Oustavison Christ
153-T-2
FRENCHBORO
Donald Howard; "What This Country will begin again Jan. 3.
|JTo U» Printing ia more than
Baptist Hospital.
mas poems were recited by Jane
just putting worda into type.
WINTER SERVICE
News of the death Tuesday of Needs," Paul Sweetiand; "Christmas
The vestry was tastefully decorated It la tha creation of a work of art, Shields, Monica Swears, Ann Robin
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
Frank S. Morse brought sorrow to his Eve," Daisy Roberts; reading. “The
with evergreen ifor this service by Mrs. ba it a aimple little announcement son and Charles B Doughty.
(Subject to change without notice)
triends here where he was born Christmas Obligation and our Re
The Lions Club met Thursday at
Arthur
Sweetiand and Mrs. Harold or an elaborate booklet. Hence
March 18. 1875. and where his boy- sponse," Mrs. Arthur Sweetiand; re
wa taka all the pride of an artiat
Union
Church vestry.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Cobb. Tlie children's part In the in hia craft, in each Job; and that
Read Down
Read Uff ' hood was spent. Por many years he marks by the pastor; hymn, “O
Miss Lucille Morton has returned
program
was
directed
by
Mrs.
Etta
ia
tha
aacret
of
tha
auparlativa
P. M.
A. M.
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade.
had been a resident of Bangor where Little Town of Bethlehem;" readings
from Camden.
quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 6.00
"On Earth Peace,” Mrs. Arthur Marriner and Mrs. Russell Knight. Printing.
he
was
a
successful
contractor
and
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Mrs. Arthur Templeton was the or
builder. He is survived by his wife; Templeton; "From the Works of the
Waterproof truck covers and spray
7.30 Lv, North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
ganist,
and
Harold
P.
Cobb
was
chairfriendly word of home town folks and happenings.
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
a daughter Mary; a son Frank; and Master," Mrs. Etta Marriner; Christ
hoods made to order. Old covers
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 .a gister Mrs. J. W. Linekin of Wor mas' story, by Mrs. Harold Cobb;
Subscribe today Phone 770.
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
136-tf cester Mass
hymn, “There's a Song in thc Air;"
land Awning 0o., HI Willow St
•

This is one of six articles furnished
by the National Health Council, and
PUWUW W ,b. «««««. ..
k
a part of the national campaign
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SO. THOMASTON *€
Miss Margaret McKnight who su
pervised a candle light service Sun
day night, will this week direct a
Christmas pageant. •

Brazil, A Giant

What Wars Cost

South American Republic Is
Larger Than United States
and Alaska

(Continued from Page Eighti

Every-Other-Day

In Everybody’s Column

Guardians
of Our Coast

a lot of fancy figuring to ascertain,
lt can be assumed, however, that a
Alfred Pillsbury and son Alfred of
bombardment group of 60 bombers
When Brazil announces a change j
South Weymouth. Mass., were visitors
would release up to 100 tons of ex
n
its
form
of
government,
that's
here recentlj' and on return were ac
companied by Charles Peterson who lews, particularly in the Western
plosive—at $800 a ton—during an
will pass the winter with his daugh- Hemisphere where it is second largto be a lighthouse
important day’s fighting. This does I’d like
All scrubbed and painted white.
est and one of the leading Republics.
ter, Mrs. Pillsbury.
not count tJie cost of airplanes shot I’d like to be a lighthouse
< WALDOBORO
And stay awake all night
Mrs. Elizabeth Babb and Mrs. The announced plan to dissolve the ’
To keep my eye on everything
down.
Federal Senate and Chamber of
That
sails my patch of sea;
Floribelle Allen were hostesses at a
Mrs. Esther Davis is spending a
»S THOMASTON 'S
Additional to all these costs would I’d like to be a lighthouse
Deputies and the promulgation of a
With the ships all watching me.
family dinner party Sunday in
week with friends in Thomaston.
be all the varied costs of weapons,
Rachel Field
I Miss Jessie M. Stewart has taken honor of t*Te birthday of their sister new constitution, brings this vast
transportation,
foodf
communication,
Edward
Philbrook
of
Damariscotta
charge of The Courier-Gazette’s ; Mrs. Robert Robertson who received nation into the spotlight.
"A glance at a map of the South was in town Wednesday to attend the and the like, plus a host of intangi
Thomaston columns, and will be very I several gifts and a beautiful birthPortland Head
ble factors which might increase the
American
Continent reveals Brazils funeral of Percy E. Storer.
grateful for news items which may <jay cake made by her niece Mrs.
Busy
days
were here this week with
Miss Frances Simmons of Boston ccs‘s t0
point of doubling them
be furnished for her. If you have William Clement. The guests were great size." says a bulletin from the
last
minute
shopping, writing and
and ,nore
matters of interest in and around M, and Mr> WUUam Clemen: and W'i’vhl_n8ton- _D-_c' hea*ua“ers _of is at home for the holidays.
sending cards, etc.
A
Christmas
concert
will
be
given
De?
‘
ded
*
expensIv
*
at
the
presont
the National Geographic Society,
Thomaston please notify her. The Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wiggin.
Robert T. Sterling Jr. is attending
cost of preparing or
which points out that "it constitutes Sunday night at the Methodist itlme 13
telephone call is 149-13]
the young people's dances. Mr.s.
war.
Modern
battleships,
fully
the whole northeast, shoulder of the Church.
equipped, cost $60,000,000 where they Thayer Sterling recently entertained
1 Christmas Programs by Students
continent, and nearly all the reThe Susannah Wesley Society will onfe cost $30000.000. The United Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling of Rum
The town is keeping Christmas,
The two village schools closed with malnln« 80111 h American countries be entertained at a Christmas partv Stfttes anny.g new ..flving fortress- ford.
“the Corner" glowing with colored
lights centering in the tall lighted appropriate Christmas programs At roulc- Oe swallowed up witl.in its Thursday by Mrs Oscar Barnard at bomber cost $250,000 each. Great
Mrs. Lucy E. Robinson of St.
the parsonage.
j Britain’s rearmament program of Oeorge is guest of F. O. Hilt and
tree midway of the business blocks, the primary school. Mrs. .Mine Hophomes with wreathed and candle- i kins, teacher, the entertainment was Larger Than V. S. Excluding Alaska
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross and $7,500,000,000 for five years is about family,
Mrs. Clyde Grant and
lighted windows. and a nieghborly i given in the form of ’A Christmas
"Compared with the United States children of Elmira. N. Y . are visiting as much as Britain spent during four daughter Patricia were recent callers I
teeling everywhere shown in a help- Radio Station with Malcolm Jack in area, all of the forty-eight States friends in town.
years of the world war.
on Mrs Hilt.
ing hand extended by groups like I son acting as announcer. The pro- could be comfortably transposed tol I. P. Bailey of Weld has been in I There are three new weapons of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
Beta Alpha. Friendly Club, the Le- gram contained: Piano duet. Ava the Brazilian map and then there town recently.
war 10 consider: the tank, the bomb- land were guests Tuesday evening of
gion and Auxiliary, and also by Wiggin and Victoria Wiggin; The nearly would be room for another
Mrs. A E. Boggs was a Portland
airplane, and poison gas. All Mrs. R. T. Sterling
countless persons unnoted. Among Christmas Story. Avis Maloney; A Texas. The whole continent of Aus- visitor Tuesday.
were used in the World War. but
Ring out the Merry, Merry Christ
the Red Cross membership is 'The Hundred Years Ago, recited by Joseph I tralia lacks about 300.000 square miles
Miss Virginia Rowe, a student at uot as extensively as they might be mas Bells. Sauta Claus is coming to
Neighborly Club of Cushing." living Baum. Jr.; song. The First Noel of equaling the South American Re- Eliss Business College in Lewiston is in a maj°r conflict now. The de town. There's a hustle and bustle
up to its name the year round and Malcolm Jackson and Harold Mars- public.
spending a vacation with her par- structive powers of all three has been around here or a grand rush is on.
neatly increased since the World We wonder if we will see a white
particularly at Thanksgiving and ton. Making Christmas Happy. Karl
-in spite of its vastness and eco- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
Christmas, And so, as Tiny Tim Laine. William Waters. Carlyle nomic importance in the Western
Christmas. Just a little snow would
Mrs. Celia Qross. a teacher at Gor- War
Defensive measures have been make it more Christmasy.
Brown and Conrad Brown; A Stitch Hemisphere, Brazil is little-known ham Normal School, is at home for
said, "God bless us every one."
complicated by anti-aircraft guns
Mrs. John Hanley is in North In Time, Idabelle Wiggin.
even to the great bulk of Brazilians; the Christmas season.
May all lights along the coast
A community Christmas tree, spon- and precautions. There is n^*d^ J°r shine brightly, guiding the mariner
Easton. Mass., to be holiday guest
Silent Night. Holy Night, piano solo for much of its area of tropical forof her daughter. Mrs. John C. Mason., by Victoria Wiggin; Imagine Tliat. csts has been unseen by white men sored by the firemen was held Friday thicker armor plate on battleships, safely o'er the sea.
Mr. Mason and granddaughter. Joan Cedric Long; Getting in the Way and many of the natives in the re- night. Santa Claus distributed gen Civilian protection ls a new factor,
We are sending from Portland
K. Mason.
recitation. Harold Mars tin; Tin mote inland regions are unaware of erous bags of candy to all children. involving supplies of gas masks and Head the old, old. wish. "Merry. Merry
Mr. and Mrs. B A. Murphy ol Littlest Star, a play by 12 boys and government activities at Rio de
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson extensive and expensive air raid pre Christmas to all and may it be the
Friendship and Mr. and Mr.s. Court- Kiris; ChristmasJingles. Ata Wig- Janiero. the capital,
Merriest."
of Medford. Mass., are spending cautions.
To attempt to gather all this toland Brackett and thelr daughters Kln. Karl Lain;- ar.d Carlyle Brown;
"The Republic is made up of 20 Christmas with their parents. Mr. and
n v.
.
.
eether, however, in even an estimate
Nathalie and Lucille of New Harbor A Lively Christm Toy. WiZiam Wa- states. Three of them are larger ..
Mrs. Enoch Robertson and Mrs Pris- b
Saying “Hello" By Mail
of future war costs, is. the experts
will spend Christmas with Misses ters; song, Awa, in a Manger, Ida- than Texas i two are more than twice cilia Creamer.
An
attractive Christmas card,
are agreed, a matter of guesswork
Mabei Fernald and Oladys Fernald. belle, victoria, and Ava Wiggin and as large' and a fourth is nearly equal
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knight and
where
even
guessing
is
futile.
Be brightened with poinsettias has been
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and 1 Marguerite You'.4
in size, to our largest commonwealth. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knight. Jr., and
sides. it is pointed out, war time received from Keeper and Mrs. Cole
daughter Rae are spending Christmas
Christmas Thought Avis Maloney Along the Atlantic coast are the Re- three children of Pownal are holiday
economics is a thing unto itself. A man and hears the friendly message:
Day with Mrs. Clark's parents. Mr Maicolm Jackson. Harold Marston, public's smaller thickly populated guests of Mr. and Mrs Ellard Mank
ton of small arms ammunition, say i “10 wish Uw editors and everyone
and Mrs. Daniel Keyes in Bucksport Joseph Baum. Clayton Dennison. ! states that more nearly resemble the
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Weiblen of
„ „ ,
~ . ,,, . 25.C30 rounds, might cost $900 to pro connected" with the output of your
commonwealths
of
the
United
States
Miss Lilia Bumps sustained a Donald Pierce, and Harold Wiggin;
New York city and Mrs. Sarah Weeks
.
. , . _
duce, but not having that ton of splendid paper, A Merry Christmas
The smallest Brazilian State, how- of Cooper's Mills are visiting Judge
broken right wrist Monday. She is; Jingle Bells, sung by the school.
ammunition when needed might and a very happy New Year." Thank
now at the home of Mrs. H. E. Keizer
Gifts were distributed from the ever, is more than six and a half and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
ycu Guardians!
make it worth its weight in gold.
Christmas tree. Pupils having per- times larger than Rhode Island. BeMiss Edith E. Perry, who attends
who is caring for her.
And property destruction in modMrs. E. L. Montgomery goes to lect attendance for the term were: yend the coastal zones the states Burdette Business College in Boston
warfare
questlon which
Cape Elizabeth
seem to spread boundlessly. They arrived home Friday for the holidays.
Waldoboro Saturday to visit her sis- Ava Wiggin and Conrad Browr.
perts say has had only a partial
Mr. and Mrs. Olsen and Mrs. Elliot
are known to be rich in minerals.
ter. Mrs. Wade.
....
Alfred Ellis, a student at Far answer in bombardments in Spain attended last Saturday a perform
The American Legion and Aux
At the Grammar School, that which but ^'^opment of resources in the mington Normal School is visiting his and China. So vast are its possibili ance by the seventh and eighth
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Ellis over ties that major powers are likely to
iliary Christmas tree in K. P hall was larking in quantity was made up deep forests is still in its infancy.
grades of the Junior High at Cape
the holidays.
Thursday night brought out a goodly tn quality as this school has fine
Luxuriant Equatorial Forests
think long and seriously before they Elizabeth. Miss Selma Olsen had a
attendance, with many boys and singers. Readings were given by the
Miss Annie Ellis who was in Bel
go to war.
prominent part in the play and took
"The Western Hemisphere's larggiris who joined in singing carols teach„ s:an!ey Gay. akQ readings-est
area
wlthln Bra2lI fast, has returned home.
| her role well. Refreshments and a
Jasper Stahl, an instructor in the
oit St. . ie oas came to pass wnat the Country Needs. Marjorie and the Republic covers a greater
I social followed the entertainment.
SOUTH CHINA
Hill
School, at Pottstown. Penn., is
? y8^ree Wiggin; A Lively Christmas Toy. Eu- .-egmen: of the equator than any
Miss Ocie Downs gave a party for
Erskine Academy closed Friday for her music pupils Friday night in her
’ 1C _~a
,UP
'
tene A1‘en; duet Dark the Herald other country "in the world.. In the at home for the holidays.
A new telephone has been installed a wo weefc.. vacation. A Christmas studio. Miss Selma Olsen who is a
teen and trimmed by Mrs. Orville Angels S;ng
Jackson
and Amazon River, it contains the world's
Williflms. Mrs. Kenneth Fales and
in
the residence of Harold D. Perry. uee baskctball games between the pupil of Miss Downs attended and
i Alice Bohn: readings, A Letter to greatest river. Its eastern peninsula
Miss Priscilla Storer has returned school and the alumni; and a social
Mrs. E. F. Lynch.
reported a fine time.
’ Santa Claus. Jackie Mitchell; I reaches into the Atlantic so far that
Miss Lena Shorey arrived Thursu,.
, ..
, ... . from a visit with Miss Winnie were the closing features.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot are spending
,
_
,
Dreamed 0, Music, by EsteJe Jack- its tip is nearly in the same latitude
Knowles in Chelsea. Mass.
day from Portland to spend Christ
East Kennebec Pomona Grange en the Christmas holidays with their
son. with musical interludes by the as the Azores Islands, more than half
Mrs. Kathleen Lally visited last joyed a session here recently with the daughter Mrs. C. A. Fisher in Manmas at her home here.
school consisting of Jingle Bells Aunt way across the Atlantic between NewSaturday with her son, Robert Fair- new officers in the chairs.
Mrs. Raymond McLeod's birthday
Qui,ting Part..
thf york apd Li£bon
Chester.
Wednesday was observed by a gather
jjau q Little Town of Bethlehem ’Despite Brazilfs unexploited In brother. who is a patient in Bath Me
The Grange reveled Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. John Taft left by
ering 0. frien s arranged as a sur- and gllent Night. A tribute to thelr terior, the Republic holds an enviable morial Hospital.
night at a Christmas tree and pro- train today to spend Christmas with
Mrs Henry Mason entertained at a gram pgl, of wh,eh was pul on by
prise or er a, t e ome o . rj. teacher written by the mother of onecommercial position in South America,
their son Charles in Long Island,
Christmas
party the teacher, Mrs. Minnie (Creamer)
eason ogan.
(of the pUpils was read ,by
the worid'S greatest source of neighborhood
N. Y.
Thursday afternoon at her home,
A
Qf corn balk and
Carl Swanholm, who has been
John Brush passed last weekend
| Norton.
coffee, from an adopted plant whose
Her guests were Mrs. Castner Blais- hcme made candy
dufing
working in Fort Fairfield, will be at
w’ith Mr. and Mrs. Elliot at this Sta
Presents were distributed from the origin was Ethiopia. Coffee plants
dell and daughters Dorothy and a social hour.
home for Christmas with his family.
tion.
Christmas tree, each pupil receiving flourish in southeastern Brazil and
Donna. Mrs. Ruth Winchenbach and
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Wotton ar-’
The Parent-Teacher Association
a diary from the teacher who in turn the name of Sao Paulo State is nearchildren Rodney, Earl and Fay. Mrs. met at Erskine Academy recently for
rived Friday and are guests over
THB CLAMD1GGEJJ
was the recipient of several gifts from ly synonymous with that of the aroArnold Levensaler and children Doris. a supper and program. The supper He waits in silence for the slow retreat
Christmas of Mr. and Mrs William
his students. Corn cakes and candy 1 matic bean.
waters from the dripping
Cedric and Sylvia. Mrs. Perley Waltz was planned by Miss Charlotte I Of ^dragging
Belasco here and Mr. and Mrs. Wal
sand:
were served to pupils and visitors.
“ Rubber trees are indigenous to
and daughter Joan, Mrs. Geneva
The sea must give consent before his
ter Wotton in Friendship.
Certu of the Home Economics de
■ —- ■
Brazil. The great plantations of the
feet
Welt and Mrs. Henry Palmer. Gifts
Students in Boston at home for the
partment and the program and beau May trespass on the blvalved border
ter Robinson and son Willard of east were started with cuttings taken
land
were distributed from a tree and re tiful lighting by Miss Myrtle Huff
holidays are Miss Carleen Davis who
Between the gray dunes and the gullManchester, Conn. Mr. and Mrs. from Brazil. Brazilians continued to
freshments
were
served.
attends Burdett College and Miss
sea
and Mrs. Theda Boynton of the Eng With winged
Henry McCraw and children. Ann collect rubber in crude fashion from
bended back and booted thighs
Everett Achorn and Richard
Genevieve Bradley of Bryant &
outspread
and Richard of West Newton. Mass wM trees in her forests while the Achorn of Worcester. Mass., are vis lish and music departments.
He drives hls long-tined fork, feverishly
Stratton Commercial School.
The Grammar and grade teachers. Into the spurting sands, while overhead
Mr. Elmer E. Watts who has been pastern plantation owners scientific- itors at the home of their parents. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Felt will have
of garrulous seabirds watch hls
Mrs. Edna Taber and Miss Edith A flock race
as Christmas guests Miss Elizabeth guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Star- ally developed their trees. When the and Mrs. Alvah Achorn during the Mitchell, and the music teacher Mrs. With time
and tide. The flats grow
rett
and
Fred
Watts,
returned
Thurseastern
plantations
began
to
pro

holidays.
Monaghan of Clark Island, Mr. and
green . .
Mildred Washburn, presented a musi The olive
day
to
West
Somerville.
Mass.
She
dJce
Brazil
s
position
in
the
rubber
sun
goes
down . . . The digger lifts
A birthday party will be held in the
Mrs. Theodore Gatuske. Mr. and Mrs.
his face
cal entertainment Friday night at
David Renegar and Miss Marian Felt was accompanied by her sister Mrs world began to toboggan. There is High School auditorium Feb. 4 to the Grange hall. Last Saturday night And marks the glinting saberthrust
now however, a concerted effort in
between
celebrate the second anniversary of
all of Jersey City, N. J . where Marian Gertrude Little of Eagle Rock. Calif..
and the shore . . There ls no
at Erskine Academy the remaining Hls labor
who
visited
relatives
and
friends
in
Brazil
again
to
win
its
former
positime to lose . . .
the building's usefulness. This af
is a student.
Weighted
with clams, he comes with
lour
town
schools,
assisted
by
the
!tlon as a rubber producer through fair will be sponsored by the Woman's
weary stride
Franklin Comery is home from Rockland.
music teacher, put on a similar enter Across the purple of the clutching ooze.
the plantation system. Cotton, sugar
George Teague, janitor the past
Club and the Lions' Club. The object
Bowdoin for the holidays and Wil
Beyond the menace of the deepening
tainment.
and cacao also are commodities that
tide
j is to raise money to buy basketball ,
liam Spear from Tufts. Richard 17 years at the Academy building.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and He stops to light hls pipe, then wallows
more and more are becoming promi
suits for the girls’ team. A general
Spear arrives Saturday from Jersey v.as pleased to be remembered with
on,
children Herbert and Ethel of War Impelled
nent in Brazils commercial life.
by hunger and sustained by
City. N. J., where he is employed.
a gift. Friday at the Christmas party
committee composed of Mrs. Nan
brawn.
ren visited her parents, the Herbert
“Portuguese has been the language
Weston.
Mrs.
Ida
Stahl,
Mrs.
Fran

Miss Katherine Stevens came from held in the building
—Harry Elmore Hurd In Times.
Esancy's recently. Other visitors
country since
first colonies
West Hartford Friday to visit her j Callers Wednesday at the home of of thes<?[
Cathe
bral7F^rtugue.«
ces Storer and Mrs. Louise Miller
that day were Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle
aunt. Mrs. Mary Hanley, for thr , George TeaBue were Mrs. Clara
discovered ,t in J500 Jn will be assisted by Mrs. Dora H. j Bumps and daughter Joyce of China;
»£ JEFFERSON *£
Christmas holidays.
French and father. George Haskell, 1815 the c
a kingd<)m York. Mrs. Elsie Mank. Mrs. Anne Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and
Miss Frances A. Crooker. teacher
Fourteen O‘rl Scout caro lers led of Lincolnville Beach and friend of and
lfJ89 a
xs a rMult of Burnheimer. Mrs. Elsie Girriorer, Ralph Esancy and family.
and her pupils recently put* on the
Mrs. Rose Weston and Mrs. Fannie
by Mrs. R. O. Elliot and Miss Jane Connecticut. )a revoiution
following
exercises: Merry Christ
Miss Frances Black of China was
Gray of the Woman's Club and Er- 1
Miller sang for a large number of
The sermon topic Sunday morning
"it u estimated that there are
guest Wednesday of her classmate mas, all; Guests irom Whittier,
shut-in friends Thursday night, go at the Congregational Church wili about 46.000.000 people in Brazil, : nest Boggs, Charles Stenger, Roy
‘play), June Noyes. Floyd Glidden,
Charline Esancy.
ing all over the town wherever re be "Gifts." Both churches will unite about two-tnirds of whom are na- Mack. Roland Genthner and S. H.
Recent visitors at Ralph Esancy's Lillian Noyes, Frances Thurston,
quested. This is their annual cusWeston of the Lions Club.
at the Ccngregational Church for the tive born. Italian born residents
included Mr. and Mrs. Archie Caswell Eunice Glidden; Lawrence Brann.
tome. enjoyed alike by them and by
The benefit show at the Waldo
Winter; Simple Little Things. Fran
evening service. Rev Howard A number more than a half-million and
those for whom they sing.
Theater for the local needy was well
Welch will preach Sunday night.
there are nearly as many Portuguese.
Ward of Augusta. Mrs. Harry Merrill ces Thurston; A Christmas Poem, Iva
Noyes; Oh Christmas Tree. (song),
Rev. Howard A. Welch will have as There also are about 219.000 Spanand son Florentius of Windsor.
Tlie great New Year's Milk Fund
i canned goods, jellies, vegetables, flour
all; A Letter to Santa Claus. June
subjec. Sunday morning at the Bap- lards. 53.000 Germans, and half as
Frank
Morse
of
Hope
was
a
caller
Bail of the iRockland PTA, will be
sugar and toys were received. These
Noyes; Old Santa Claus. Ralph Glid
tist Church. "Facing the Future."
many Japanese. The United States
held the night of Sat. Jan. 1. at Com
groceries were made into baskets by Wednesday at the Esancy homes en den; Christmas Secrets, Elaine Glid
route to Albion.
Funeral
services
for
Abbie
D
i*
s
ffpirsented
by
about
3500
inhabimunity Building.
153-154
a committee comprised of Mrs. Maude
den; Santa’s Call. Lillian and Hazel;
Wooster. were held Sunday at the tants.
Clark Gay, Mrs. Ina A Smith, Mrs.
CnristmaS Day. Martin Glidden; Dear
Baptist Church of which Mrs. WoosThe large cities are in the coastal Elsie Girrioer and Mrs. Louise Miller
’S .PORT CLYDE <
Old
Santa Claus, (son ) all; A Christ
WARREN
ter was a member Tlie flowers were s ates with the exception of Manaos and were distributed through the
mas Secret, Eunice Glidden; Christ
<84.000i
which
lies
on
the
banks
of
"cld
Paths"
will
be
J.
Wesley
A coming event of the season will numerous and of great beauty Mrs.
courtesy of Mre. Ida Stahl, Carroll
mas, June Noyes; The Little Fir.
be the “January Thaw," to be given Wooster having madc many friends the Amazon, 800 miles inland. Rio Cooney. Jr., and the J. T. Gay store. Stuart’s topic Sunday afternoon in
the
Baptist
chapel.
At
3
o'clock
the
dohn
Bfann, Christmas l.de, Eunice
de
Janeiro
has
a
population
of
near

by the Woman's Club Jan. 8 at the during her life here, through her
Glidden; Christmas Story. June
ly
two
million
and
there
are
nine
Sunday
School
meets;
Christian
En

kindness.
A
woman
of
deep
faith,
Club rooms. Guests will be requested
NORTH CUSHINGS deavor service at 6 p. m. The eve Cooper; Who Believes in Santa Claus,
to attend in costume to aid in making one in visiting hcr more often took other cities with more than 100.000".
(play), Iva and Floyd; Santa’s Air
Neighborly
Club met Tuesday aft ning service will be at 7 o'clock with
the affair festive. Tickets will be on away more than they brought in
ship,
Floyd Glidden.
DR.
F.
S.
POWERS
ernoon with Mrs. G. R. Hoffses. these the pastor speaking from the topic
sale by the members of the Club, Dec. philosophy. It was always a pleas
CAMDEN
WARREN
“
Our
Influence.
”
Mid-week
service
members being present: Mrs. Albert
27-Jan. 5. The number of the tickets ure to get her calm, unbiased viewHrurs
Tel. 10-4
Evenings and Orff. Mrs. Thcmas Johnson, Mrs. will be Thursday at 7 p. m. This
will of necessity be limited. Dining, point. One of her spoken thoughts Dally 9.00-4..70
weekends
Walter Powers, Mrs. C. R. Decker, church invites the public to a Watch
dancing and sparkling entertain which will remain in your corre- Saturday 9.00-12.00
154-lt Mrs. Arvo Laine and Mrs. Austin Da- Night service Friday night.
ment is to be the order of the eve tpondent’s mind, at a call just previ
vis. A Christmas tree was enjoyed.
ning. In charge, with assistants later ous le her 100th birthday was this,
Mrs. Hoffses was re-elected president
PSunbeam one-p?p“
to be appointed are Mrs. Willis Vinal. "Always guard your health that you
ALFRED M. STROUT
and Mrs. Johnson, secretary-treas- I furnace. $98; l adding machine, $35; 1
Mrs. William H. Robinson. Miss Edna may be of some use in the world."
1 cash register. $20. 1 power oil burner,
Insurance
urer.
F. Boggs. Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. ’Ihe bearers were Kelson Burkett,
Nu-way with 275 gal. tank, $35; 4 second
Walnut circulating heaters; roll
A. C. Hawes, manager of the Maine hand
Walter Swift, Harry Swift, and Clif Fire Automobile, and Allied Lines
Benjamin Starrett.
top desk, good condition. $18 Largest
THOMASTON,
MAINE
line
of
used goods we ever had. V. F.
Pioneer Hatchery in Union made a
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. ford Overlock, of East Warren. Burial
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
lOOStf business call here recently.
Jameson. Sr., are Mr. and Mrs. Ches- was at Fairview.
145-tf

CHRISTMAS

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed thrre lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
THOUSAND yards Held rock for sale.
10 cents for three times. Six small words 50c yard. Good for fill. EARL II. BAR
to a line.
TER. 690 Old County Road
154*156
FURNACE for sale, full equipment;
I also hot water heater. CAPT JOHN
' ••• ••• ••• •••
* •••
I HUSBY. Tel. Camden 585.
154-156

: LOST AND FOUND ?

r •••

$F

... ... ... ... .

COIN PURSE lost Wednesday noon
some where on Main street. Contained
sum of money and its return will be
deeply appreciated. MISS RUTH WARD.
The Courler-Oazette.
153*155
LADIES' white gold Bulova wrist
watch lost, set with white stones Please
TEL. 8533, 103 Camden St., Reward.
153*155
KEYS on chain lost Sunday morning
between 89-95 Union St. TEL. 836-R or
leave at The Courier-Gazette.
152-154
NEW BROWN
ZIPPER
POCKET
BOOK lost between 9 45 p. m.. and 1030
p. m.. Monday Identification card and
calendar for 1938 ln lt. No name on
Identification card. Lost ln Strand The
atre or between 51 Granite St. Liberal
reward offered. Return to 51 GRANITE
ST.
152*154
OXFORD GRAY vest lost Saturday
between Summer St., and Leslie Cross'
cleaning store. Return to I LESLIE
CROSS, 457 Main St. JEROME C. BUR
ROWS
153*155

WANTED

<

EXPERIENCED girl wants work ln
small family. Write P. O. BOX 32. City.
152*154
LAUNDRIES wanted to do.
359
BROADWAY, city. Tel 723-M.
152*154
POULTRY wanted, top prices paid. I.
POUST. 91 No. Main St.. Tel 41-J. 148*157
TO A Young Man who has punched
h'.s last Mine clock There are big p.-efits
in the selling business tf you are selling
the right goods We have an excellent
opportunity open for an ambitious young
man No previous experience necessary.
We train you ln our free 5-day Train
ing School to begin making money fast.
If Interested drop a line to APC. care
This Office, stating age.
153-2
ALL KINDS of light trucking and de
livery work Christmas parcels delivered
at reasonable prices; careful handling.
Tel. 19-W
150*tf
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
catches,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tei 958-J.
144-tf

Legal Notices

DUO-THERM pot type circulating
heater for sale, new condition. AIR
WAYS, INC., Public Landing. City.
153-tf
ONE sewing machine for sale, also
one pine chest, large storage space, with
two drawers underneath; one trunk:
two fibre porch chairs; one four foot
step-ladder; one girls' bicycle. R S.
SHERMAN, 7 Talbot Ave.
153*155
I SMALL farm for sale; ln city limits
over looking Penobscot Bay. House has
modern conveniences HW beat. suitable
for a hen farm 6 acres tillage land with
this nice property. An elegent buy at
$4,000. This ls a real home and ln
nice condition. FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 Main street.. Tel. 605-M.
153-155
1935 CHEVROLET, 4-door Sedan for
sale or trade. Clean Inside and out.
HOWARD P. ROSS. Lincolnville Center.
153*155
USED CARS sold or traded; also used
parts, tires and one oil burner. AL
FRED DAVIS, 152 New County Road
_____________________________
153*155
THE DANA WRIOHT HOUSE. 7 rooms'
ls for sale. Splendidly located on North
Main St., all modern, oak floors down
I stairs, cement cellar good garage, per
fect condition. Linoleums and much of
furniture goes with house If desired. L
I W BENNER. Rockland. Tel. 995-J
I
152-154
DRY HARD WOOD for sale $6 long. 87
fitted, not delivered
MATTI SAAR1.
Box 125. R.F.D. 3. Waldoboro
152’154
UPRIGHT PIANO for sale; good con
dition; leaving town, must sell at once.
$30. MRS SARGENT. 19 Purchase St..
City.
153*155
GENTLEMAN'S COON COAT for sale,
like new; may be seen at LUCIEN
GREENS. 16 School St.
153*155
WALKER-BEAGI E Rabbit Hound, for
sale. 7 months. A Christmas gift sugI gestlon T. W SPEAR. 84 Pascal Ave..
I Rockport.
152*154
HORSE for sale, weight 1500; also
I pony. Clarion range; will trade for
heifers. H. H. WALDRON, 42 Holmes
St.. Tel. 757-W
152-154
FIFTY used stoves for sale all kinds,
very attractive prices. C. E GROTTON,
138 Camden St., Tel 1214-M.
149tf
DRY fitted hard wood for sale $10 cord;
$1.35 ft. Hard coal $15. Pocahontas soft
$9. Coke $11, J. B. PAULSEN, Thomas
ton. Tel. 62.
144-tf
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale TEL?
101-M.
135-tf
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb bales. Apply
at this OFFICE.
113-tf

STATE OF MAINE

December 11. 1937.
County of Lincoln. SS:
Taken this eleventh day of December,
on execution dated December 2. 1937.
Issued on a Judgment rendered by the
Superior Court for the County of Lin
coln. at the term thereof begun and
held on the second Tuesday of Novem
ber to wit oh the eighteenth day of
November, in favor of WUUam E Rice
of Boothbay, County of Lincoln. State
of Maine against L M. Richardson, of
Rockland. County of Knox. State of
Maine, for Eight hundred twenty-eight
dollars and no cents debt or damage, and
ten dollars and seventy cents costs of
suit, and wlll be sold at public auction
on the premises ln said Rockland.
County of Knox, State of Maine to the
highest bidder, on the 20th day of
Jan , 1938 at two o'clock ln the after
noon. the following described real es
tate and all the right, title and inter
est which the said L. M. Richardson
has and had In and to the same on the j
10th day of June at 2.40 o’clock ln the
afternoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same
suit to wit: A certain lot of land de
scribed as follows, together with the
buildings thereon.
situate in said
Rockland, bounded and described as fol
lows to wit: Beginning on the westerly
side of High Street at the southeast
corner of land formerly of James W
Pratt: thence by said High Street south
ten degrees west thirty feet more or less,
to a point opposite the center of the
dwelling house standing upon said lot;
thence north sewnty-.-even one-half
degrees west
through
said
house
seventy-five feet more or less to the
cemetery lot; thence by said lot north
ten degrees west thirty feet more or
less to line formerly of siftd Pratt;
thence by land formerly of said Pratt
south seventy-seven one-half degrees
east seventy-five feet, more or less to
flrst bounds Together with the north
half of the dwelling house above men
tioned.
The above premises are subject to
such changes ln the boundary lines as
given in Quit Claim Deeds of Melvin
Pratt to Silas N. Sleeper and from Silas
N. Sleeper to Melvin Pratt, cach dated
Aug 11. 1934. and recorded in the Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book 196. Page 145146
The above mentioned Judgment was
assigned on the eighteenth day of No
vember. 1937. to Eleanor Jones of Boothbav. County of Lincoln. State of Maine.
ROBERT A. UTBSTER.
Deputy Sheriff.
151-6-1
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Whereas. Bernard C. Kaler and Ade
laide L. Kaler of Rockland. County of
Knox and State of Maine by thelr mort
gage deed, dated Feb 16, 1935. and re
corded ln the Knox Registry of Deeds.
Book 236. Page 549 conveyed to the
Rockland Loan & Building Association,
a corporation legally organized and
existing under the laws of the State of
Maine, and located at Rockland ln said
Knox County, the following described
real estate, together with the buildings
thereon, bounded and described as
follows to wit: BEGINNING at the
•outherly side of Pleasant Street at thc
corner of Franklin Street on the easter
ly side thereof: thence southerly by said
Franklin Street 176 feet to stake and
stones at the northerly line of lot
formerly owned by J. H Flint now of
Austin M Moody; thence easterly on the
northerly line of said Moody's lot 57
feet to an Iron rod at land of Jennie M
Stewart: thence northerly on a line
parallel with the westerly side of Pur"hase Street. 176 feet to the south line
of Pleasant Street: thence westerly along
said Pleasant Street 57 feet to place of
beginning. Said above described prem
ises being one-third of the lot conveyed
by Albert I Mather to Jennie M. Stew
art by hls deed dated June 8th. 1909. and
recorded ln Book 147. Page 564. The
conveyance by Albert I. Mather to Jennie
M Stewart was hls undivided half In
terest therein
The said premises being the same con
veyed to Bernard C. Kaler and Adelaide
I, Kaler by Jennie M Stewart by her
deed dated April 17. 1930. and recorded
In the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book
224. Page 40, to which deed and record
reference may be had for a more par
ticular description of the premises here
by conveyed.
And whereas thc condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, said
Rockland Loan & Building Association
claims foreclosure of said mortgage.
In Witness Whereof, the said Rockland
Loan A- Building Association has caused
this Instrument to be sealed with Its
corporate seal and signed ln Its cor
porate name by Harry O. Gurdy, Its Sec
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this
11th day of December ln the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-seven.
ROCKLAND LOAN * BUILDING ASSO
CIATION
By HARRY O. GURDY. Secretary
(Senn
148-S-154

*•• ••• *•* *••

•••

EGGS AND CHICKS
,e. ,e.

*•• ••• ••• '

CLEMENTS REDS— BWD Clean Maine
Accredited Heavy layers. Producing 70';
right now Baby Pullets. Crosses 4-farm
savings. Chicks only $11-1000 Other
prices.
discounts
write CLEMENTS
FARMS. Winterport. Maine.
152-52
FORTY-SEVEN lovely, blood tested
White Rock pullets for sale. Laving, a
fine family Hock. MRS E. L SAVAGE.
Waldoboro. Me. R F.D 3
152*154

TO LET
LOWER apartment to let. at Magune
house in Rockport R B MAGUNE. 186
No Main St . City
153-155

HOUSE to let in Thomaston, hot
water heat. bath, garage. TEL. Thomas
ton 11-2.
153-154
LARGE room to let, (4 week. FOS8
HOUSE. Tel. 330.
143-tf
COZY 4-room furnished flat to let,
heated All modern, Suitable for two.
Enquire THE COURIER-GAZETTE
153*155
HOUSE to let. good location, all Im
provements V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
St.. Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel 330
150-tf
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment to
let. $3.50 week
V. F STUDLEY. 283
Main St.. Tel 1154 or 77 Park St . Tel.
330.
150-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS.
LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St.
142-tf
UPSTAIRS APT., to let, four newly
decorated rcoms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
ST.. Tel. 156-W
133-tf
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Spruce Head, to let, verv reasonable; fire
wood for the cutting. TEL. 793-W aftei
4 p. m
136-U
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Main & Park Sts.
144-tf
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
FROST, Tel. 318-W
144-tf

//ie knot

z/TIED
one hears of forehanded young mod

erns who have the wed
ding invitations ordered
before the gentleman has

•‘popped the question."
We frown upon this prac

tice! But they should be
ordered early—and the
order should specify “en
grave upon Linweave

Wedding Papers." For
they are ultra-correct. The

♦

MISCELLANEOUS

rich vellum-like texture

I

i^*»*««*>«**«<*«**«***-*«>>«.>«*^.^.^.^.ii

SKATES sharpened—prompt service.
I CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St.

SKATE sharpening promptly done.
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St
143-tI
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rs ck
land Hair Store, 24 Elm st. Mall otcera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J

. _

.

___

144-U

of Linweave speaks elo
quently of the taste of the

bride-to-be.

The Courier-Gazette

'Mi/ve.—,
WED It I N’ti
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKPORT *£
Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh went
Thursday to Boston where she will
visit her sister for a month.
Maurice Miller arrived Thursday
from Newport, Vt., to spent the hol
iday with his parents, Mr, and Mrs.
James Miller.
Wawenock Club met Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. Cora Sr.ow. The
Mrs. W. A. Paul is confined to her
program was devoted to Henry W.
home by illness.
Longfellow, quotations from his
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh is spend
potms being recited by members. Mrs.
ing the holidays with friends in Prov
Evelyn Snow presented a paper cn
idence.
his life and gave readings from his
Mrs. Minnie Crozier and daughter
poems.
Following adjournment, j
Mrs. Beulah Blakeley are holiday
Richard Snow of Wheaton (Ill.) Col
guests of Elmo Crozier and family in [
lege shewed moving pictures of scenes
We Take Stock January First—Therefore . . .
Rockland.
on the campus and college building
At the Baptist Church services
I and students.
We have 33 Women s Dresses
Sunday will begin with the morning
Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron enter
We have 14 Misses’ Dresses
worship at 11 with message by the
Mrs. Evelyn M. Hix and Miss Carrie i
tained the Wednesday Contract Club,
pastor. Rev. J. W. Hyssong; subject,
Wednesday night, a joke Christmas Brainerd are in St. Petersburg, Fla
We have I 7 Knit Suits
The Star of Bethlehem;" 12 noon.
tree being an enjoyable feature. The for the winter
Sunday School with classes for all
Marked At Very Low Prices—For Immediate Disposal.
guests were Mrs. Edwin Scarlott
ages; 6 p. m. Christian Endeavor,
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.. Mrs John Mrs. A. C. Ingraham ls spending
leader Miss Feme Whitney; 7 p. m.
McLoon. Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs. the holidays at her home at Ingr?Gospel Message and song service,
Rupert Stratton, Mrs Thomas Stone i ham's Hill,
subject of sermon. “If I had one
and Mrs. Earl Gowell.
doors, lying on the floor beside the
More Year to Live."
Ruth Mayhew Tent D.U.V. will hold
couch.
Byron Rider arrived home Wednesit were made Roman provinces. His
Mrs. David Talbot, accompanied by a card party Monday afternoon at [
ith the Greet
As Mr. Shibles had lived alone since
mailed legions went clanking through day from Burdett College. Boston to the death of his sister Ellen Shibles,
Miss Marion Weidman of Rockport, Grand Army hall, Mrs. Lizzie French I
ings
of
the Season
------what is now Yugoslavia, Spain, [ spend the Christmas recess with his several years ago it is not known just
has gone to Portland to spend Christ hostess.
Rome Is Kicking Up Its Prance, and Germany, his fleets [ parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider. when the death occurred but a light
goes my earnest
mas and the weekend with her son.
William Talbot and family.
' N F. Patterson of Belfast ls spendHeels and It’s All About sailed the Rhine and Danube, and i The community is invited to the was noticed at his home Tuesday j
appreciation of the
_____
[ing the holiday with Mrs. Charles
wherever he established fortified [ Christmas entertainment Monday at night by a neighbor. H. J. Weisman,.
Augustus
many favors ac
colonies, triumphal arches, bridges 7 o'clock at the Baptist Church. A medical examiner was called and pro
Shakespeare Socitey will meet next Cuthbertson.
and
aqueducts
were
built.
Today,
Naming
the
month
of
August
for
Christmas
pageant
"The
Nativity."
corded me during
Monday night with Mrs. Heleda
nounced death due to a heart attack.
Robert Long and daughter, Miss Emperor Augustus was not enough their crumbling massive remains, will be presented at this service by
Fales hostess, in exchange with Mrs.
Mr. Shibles was born in this town
my first year in
Nora Long, have gone to Vlrgflinia for Rome's first emperor. The ruler's scattered throughout Europe, recall members of the Christian Endeavor Jan. 31. 1868. son of Rufus A. and
William Ellingwood.
business in Rock
to spend the holidays wit hrelatives. fame now is being celebrated by a the strength and the dignity of the Society. Those taking part are: Eliza A Gardiner and had always I
vast exhibit which is luring thousands ■ 'Golden Age.' ”
Arlene Tominski. Guy Young, Milli resided in the house where he was
land.
Mrs. William R Gill, who has been
cent Roberts. Ernest Whitney, John born. He is the last of seven chll- I
Charles Kavanaugh, executive offi of Italians and tourists to a new
visiting her daughter, Mr*. Susan
ROCKVILLE
Hyssong, Robert Richards. Dell dren. those deceased being William
Blood in Boston, has returned 'to cer of Moor’s drug store, ls spending | fifty-room building in Rome's Via
The
service
Sunday at Mrs. Abbie Hyssong. Ethel Hall. Earl Dean. Dexter, who was killed In the Civil
Christmas
with
his
family
in
Bangor
Nazionale.
Camden for the winter.
_____
I “Tire exhibit contains a priceless Gibbs' will be at 3 o'clock with Sun- Robert Cain, Evans Grant. Althea I War and for whom the younger
Karl M. Leighton
JEWELER
Norma I brother was named, Mrs. Lucy CarRuth Mayhew Tent gave a benefit [ collections of models and museum day School at 2 o'clock. Bert Lar- ) jOyce. Beatrice Marston,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gowell and son
combe will conduct the service.
j Hoyle, Mildred Ames. Barbara Me-1 ver Mrs Irene Brewster. Mr.s. Mary
ball
Wednesday
night
at
Masonic
P
‘
eces
recalling
the
'Golden
Age'
in
Earl are spending Christmas and the
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell (Jane Bron- [ Kenney. Leolinc Wilson, Doris To- ] Brewster. Mrs. Eldora Copeland and
weekend with Mr. Gowell's pan nts. Temple. Numbers on the program which Augustus reigned," says a bul
letin
from
the
Washington,
D.
C.,
kie)
is at home after several weeks minski and Phyllis Carleton.
Miss Ellen Shlbles.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Gowell ir. Iu..- were soft shoe tap by Nadine Fuller;
headquarters of the National Geo of nursing at Dr. L. W. Hart’s in
Funeral services will be hcld Sun
Mrs.
Fred
Sylvester
of
Wollaston,
toe
dance,
rforma
Ramsdell;
waltz
which made Denmark so powerful in tenth as great a population, and. like
land.
Camden.
Mass., arrived Friday to visit her sis day at 2 o'clock from the Russell the history of northern Europe. They I all other Danish cities, has fewer than
clog, Ralph Stone; acrobatic. Mar- graphic Society.
Brainerd Thurston arrived home ter A. Hortense Bohnd^l and brother Funeral Home, wltl, Rev. J. W.
Ancient Rome On Display
Arthur Burnett leaves next week «aret Johnson ;tap dance, Jennie and
simply free train service from the j 100.000 inhabitants.
Copenhagen,
"Two hundred scale models of Tuesday from Zion Bible Institute | John Bohndell over the holidays.
Hyssong officiating. Interment will hazard of the heavy fog which haunts ' however, breaks all records by conlor South Carolina, where he will 1 Lucy Thompson.
dwellings, amphitheaters, triumphal [ in East Providence to spend the
Miss Edith Cavanaugh is spending ** ln Amesbury Hill cemetery
I the Danish channels of the Baltic, taming almost a fourth of the whole
spend the winter.
I
'
: arches, baths, bridges, aqueducts holiday vacation with his mother the school vacation with relatives in
l and from winter Ice. Little Belt and j country s population."
-------i E. K. Gould has removed hls law I and other structures like those of Mrs. Annie Thurston.
Waterville.
Great Belt channels have frozen over
-----------------Mr and Mrs. Samuel Sezak and son 1 office from 375 Main street to 400 ancjent Rome, are on display as [ Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll are
I so completely that, in the 17th cen- [
Mrs.
Edgar
P.
Shibles
is
ln
GlastonThomas of Fairhaven, Mass., are Main street (over Woolworth's).
well as several thousand plaster rep- passing today with Mr. and Mrs.
| bury. Conn., to pass the holidays Small Country, But It Has tur>’- a Swed sh ar,ny marehed across
passiqg the holidays with Mrs.
131-tf I licas of history objects in bronze and Vesper Hall and family.
, them and captured the capital of |
Sezak's sister, Mrs. Donald Kelsey.
. ----------------- Mrs. Nellie Perry is spending [ with her son. Stanley Shibles and
I marble now preserved in museums in
Built Two of Europe s I Denmark
family.
Later
she
will
go
to
Mt.
Ver

Christmas Day with Mr. and Mrs.
j Europe and America.
“Bridges are especially important I
«€ CAMDEN
Richard Snow of Wheaton (Iil.) ]
Biggest Bridges
[ "The Rome Augustus ruled (B. C. Alden Perry where a large family non, N. Y„ to join her son-in-law
and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Mark
to the Danes because their country '
College is spending the holidays wth
! 27—A. D. 14) teemed with a million dinner party is held.
Two of Europe's largest bridges consists of one peninsula anchored i
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Eugene Davis, a student at the inhabitants. Its wealthy residents
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Perry are Stiles on a trip to Deland. Fj£.
Children and older folks gath have been built by one cf its smallest to Europe's mainland and a cluster
Snow.
Pennsylvania State College of Op- lived a social, outdoor life, strolling Christmas Day dinner guests of Mrs.
of islands—a dozen large ones and
------tometry in Philadelphia, is spending in white woolen togas through shaded Perry's nephew Arthur Fitzgerald ered Wednesday night at the countries—Denmark.
Donald Annis and Brum Mazzeo the holidays with his parents, Mr. marble colonnades and gardens and family in West Waldoboro,
Methodist Church for the annual Two years ago the Danes boldly 500 .smaller ones. The capital Itself
went Thursday to Miami. Fla., where and Mrs j^hur Davis
A hurdled the Little Bcic—a cnarmel be is on an island, Zealand.
flecked with splashing fountains ' Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman. Christmas tree celebration.
they have employment fortlie winter. [ Dr Jud£Qn
of
paris
"Contacts within the country are
few
recitations
were
given
by
children
Wealthy men were followed by, daughters Josephine, Gladys and
tween the island of Funen and the
,,
worvpv
and children Iand Miss Marion Lord of New Bed" 'crowds of friends and servants.' Mary and son Evans are guests of who were not in the Sunday program; peninsula of Jutland. Recently a new either made or broken by water, to I
the great stimulus of ferrying, ship- '
unscaccot snent lord Mass., are guests of Mr. and Romans spent more time in public Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett of and all shared in the gifts from a
Virginia
__________
.
(irginia and
Alan of WtaMfset spent
I
.
.... .
------ . ...------! prettily decorated tree. Following the two-mile span was completed be ping, and bridge building. Communi- [
for the holiday.
TSurtriav ivitv,
nnd vt' < Simon1 Mrs, Charles E. Ix)rd.
..places than in their homes. In the |[ Rockport
•
, tween the Islands of Zealand and
cations with Germany on the Euro- j
Crosbv at thc Highlands...........
Allen Dyer of the U. of M , Is a baths they met their friends; at the
Mr. and Mrs. Percie Fiske and program at the church 20 from the |Mross
across the Storstrom
Storstrom, or 1
MONDAY-TUESDAY
pean mainland to the south, with •
____
holiday visitor at the home of his circuses they watched chariot races children and Miss Lotiie Partridge: church and Epworth League visited Qreat Current of the Baltic.
Sweden
on
the
east,
Norway
on
the
[
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Jam. son an:l | mother. Mrs. Ada Dyer.
and gladiatorial contests. They made are Christmas dinner guests of F a dozen homessinging carols. This,
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Hart a:e enter- Miss Eleanor Dougherty of
thc sacrifices to the gods in temples. In
w. Robbins.
was facilitated by Roland
Roland Crockett
Crockett,[ Bridges Help Tie Island Cluster into north, and with best-customer Brit
Sa)t)r4»V
””
*****
Nation
ain on the west depend likewise on
taining at a family dinner C iristmas u. of M.. is spending theChristmas the crowded Forum they heard thcMr. and Mrs. Dana
A.Sherer are who motored the carollers to the j
...............
..................
the
holiday
with
Mr.
and
several
homes
in
his
large
bus.
A
]
“
Both
bridges
speed
connections
ships
and
bridges.
The
one
excepj
Day, Mrs. Claire Hart of W ildoboro recess with her parents. Mr. and orations of Cicero and the latest news passing
ltl*
•
few homes were omitted because between Denmarks capital, Copen- tion is the short border about 36 '
being among the guests.
Mrs. Allie U. Dougherty.
from the provinces, and conducted Mrs. H. M. Waldron ln Glen Cove.
miles
long
where
Denmark's
penin

Quests
today
of
Mrs.
Annie
Bucklights
were
out
and
the
carollers
did
hagen
and
other
Eupropean
capl------Rev. William E. Berger, rector of the business of the Empire.
Mrs. Nelson Glidden was h istess to the gt Thomas Episcopal church. Roman ‘Tenement Houses' Seven lin are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Webster not wish to disturb ill persons who tals," says a bulletin from the Wash- sula joins Germany, the only Danish
of Rockland.
might have retired or who ml8ht be ington. D. C., headquarters of the Na- boundary crossing dry land.
the Industrious Debs W' dnesday I das received word of the sudden i
Stories High
• • • »
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Hunter
will
en»«leep.
! tional Oeographic Society. “The fornight at a Christmas luncl son. A death ln New York city, of his
“One of the outstanding exhibits
“The world's Jtrst Diesel motor
tertain
at
Christmas
dinner
Mr.
and
!
Mr
and
Mrs
Easton
and
mer
was
a
convenient
step
in
the
ditree, gay with decorations a d gifts. brother. Leopold Berger.
j is a furnished replica of a wealthy
'Ship which discarded both sail and
was the main attraction. Mi s Doroc CJI club will be entertained Reman s home. Such homes were Mrs. Leman Oxton of West Rock- daughter Vera went Thursday to rection of London. The latter is a
I steam, was a Danish contribution to
thy Lawry who came from E ston to J nex^ Thursday at the home of Mrs usually one or two stories high, built port and Mrs. Ida Barrows and MissI Quincy. Mass., where they will visit [ southward short cut, paring an hour
relatives
over
the
holiday.
[
from
the
train
time
between
Copentlle vikin8-s o! today. Their skill at
spend the holidays playing th role of c]ara prench at Lincolnville Beach around a central hall, like those Lottie Ewell.
hagen and Berlin. Previous to com- lslummln8 ^e waves made the Danes
Santa. Other guests were M ss Vir- j
prOcU)r ,and family are J in Pompeii, and many had private
Misses Aune Hill, Lilie Hill and
William Shibles
pletion of the sea-spanning struc great fishermen, and some of their
Ieje Hill of Rockland will spent
ginia Richardson. Miss Mary Lawrv spending
holidays with his father, water supplies.
catch still travels by modern bridges ,
Miss Alma Knight. Miss tarbara James H proctor, in Ipswich. Mass. [ “Poorer classes lived herded to- Christmas Day with their parents, William Shibles of Beech street |tures- loaded trains were carried
and ferries to share in foreign trade.
was found dead about 11 o'clock across the water gaps on ferries.
Blalsdell and Mrs. Jane Hah
Miss Barbara Oliver of Wellesley 1 gether in tall 'tenement houses’ usu- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hill.
Most of Denmark, however, is nowThursday
forenoon
by
a
nephew,
!
"The
Zealand-Falster
Bridge
is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
Sinnett
and
son
------'College is holiday guest of her mother, ally from four to seven stories high.
home from the sea. and over half the [
Herbert
Carver,
who
living
nearby
'
really
a
bridge
and
a
half.
The
main
Mr and Mrs. W. S. Came, in wil.
Mildred Oliver.
and obtained their water from public are at Bailey’s Island for the holi
population is down on thc farm
be hosts to a Tamil)’ dinner ; irty of
called
to
leave
him
a
Christmas
doStorsstrom
span
reaches
from
Falster
Arey-Heal Post. A. L.. met last fountains. Of flimsy construction, day.
ten Christmas day at their h me on night.
Mrs. Leola Mann and sons of Cam- nation. He found the body fully , to the tiny island of Masned, just Modern factory methods are applied j
! these buildings were the cause of freto thelr farming, with the result that |
Broadway.
den
are spending Christmas with her clothed, and with overcoat, as though south of Zealand, and from there is
Miss Louise Nash, who is teaching quent fires and often some of them
having just come in from out-of- extended over open water again to the land is 80 to 90 per cent produc- [
in Norridgewock, is spending the collapsed. Dark, unheated, and un- father Charles P. Tolman.
Mrs. Alice Kennlson who h > been
TODAY
Zealand itself. In addition to tlie tive. Areas not suitable for agri- ]
Chrlstmas recess with her parents, inviting, they flanked narrow streets
BUCK JONES
visiting several Rockland nlatlves.
railroad track, it carried a lane for culture, with the help of numerous [
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nash at Melvin . congested with donkeys, horses, and
in
herds of cattle, raise bumper crops of
has gone to Banger to spend Christ
FLORIDA
vehicular traffic.
Heights
: slaves. Rome was so noisy ana
"BLACK ACES"
bacon and butter, which become Den
mas with her parents.
Miss Dorothy Baker of the High crowded that wealthy citizens built
Fog No Longer Menace To Travel mark's chief exports.
Several playmates met at the home School faculty is passing the Yuletide country villas at Pompeii and else“Danish bridges conquer the sea
‘So many Danes are faithful to the
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gowell Thurs- , season with relatives in South Port- where
today as surely as the Vikings did farm that the only really large city
"Augustus is said to have boasted
day afternoon to assist in the ebserv- ; land.
ten centuries ago. But they show ln the country ls the capital. The
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
that he fount! Rome of brick and left
ance of the third birthday cf Ead
Seaside Chapter, Olfi , meets
no slackening of the navigation skill next largest. Aarhus, has just over a
An
enjoyable
view
from
our
spacious
gTound-floor
porchea,
Rayworth Gowell, Jr. A playtime with 1 Monday night, a covered dish supper it of marble. He rebuilt numerous
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
temples and other buildings. Still
toys, balloons and candy cane? taken to be served at 6.30 o ciock. The destanding In modern Rome are re
from a brightly lighted tree ar.d the grees will be conferred on two candi
mains of thc Portico of Octavia which
June te
Booklet
unwrapping of gifts furnished amuse- ! dates. This will be followed by a
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
he completed and named for his sis
October
on
ment all afternoon. Luncheor was [ dedication ceremony at which time a
ter. Nearby stands the ruined Thea
Application
Hotel
served on a long low table, with small new Altar Bible will be dedicated to
ter of Marcellus, finished by Augus
Maselynn
chairs adding to the comfort of the the memory of Seaside's past worthy
tus. and named for Octavia's son.
Stamfora
•
' z- '
Juveniles, interest centering or. the grand matron. Emma C. Dickens, and
Corner Second Street
H. H. Mate
DeL Co.
Rome has recently reconstructed the
lovely decorated cake. Each guest its past worthy grand patron. Leslie
N.
T.
and Fint Avenae
Manager
Altar of Peace built by Augustus to
received a candy favor. Those ores- j u Ames. There will also be an int
celebrate thc reestablishment of
Moderate Ratee
ent were Bradford and Rusty SI tper, pressive memorial service for all
peace after his campaigns In Gaul
Dining
Room
Service Unsurpassed
Stafford Young, Billy McLoon, anet members who died during the year.
and Spain. In the year 2 B. C. he
Stone, Nancy Leach. Sally Can ron.
Camden Commandery, K. T., will
built an additional Forum to com
David Scarlott, Bruce Stratton, eith meet at the asylum at Masonic hall
memorate thc battle of Philippi.
Daniels. Carl Moffitt, Ann Wl den, at 11.30 a. m. Christmas Day to par
"More important to his subjects
Jackie Elliot of Thomaston, erry ticipate in the annual Christmas ob
than hls memorials were the Emper
Page Jewell and Caroline Sente:
servance. At noon sentiment will be or's public works. He drained the
expressed to the most eminent grand surrounding malarial country, re
Winter cruises arranged—ste im ____
_ and the presiding officers of
master
paired the huge stone aqueducts that
Maurice1 FS Lovejoy” 140 Talbot*Ave. I,he Grand Masonic bodies of Maine
____
spanned it. and built new ones. He
Tel. 1060-J-adv.
145- t-tf | A Christmas address will be delivered , constructed good roads mto thc city.
________________________________ by Adin L. Hopkins. Finlay H. Calder wjnp wagons r0ned over them as
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
is eminent commander of the local they do now. Into the capital poured
RATES:
order and John L. Tewksbury is re corn from Sicily, and other com
The Gayest, Goofiest, Comedy of the Year!
to Your hotel in BOSTON
corder.
modities from Sardinia. Africa, and
Following the picture, "Double the East. From Egypt Augustus
Ml ftOOMj WITH |AT»
We are readv to make
500 Roo mJ
w»<Uy MtU
BOXWOOD WREATHS Wedding," at the Comique Theatie brought obelisks to adorn Rome s
—IN —
Monday night, there will be a real public places, and from Africa wild
for the cemetery
<«
double wedding on the stage of two beasts to be slaughtered, hundreds
RADIO
$2.00 to $5.00 each
SERVIDOR
local couples, one of Camden and the at a time, in the arena.
If you want something mere
TUB’’.SHOWER
ether of Rockport. The names are
"In an effort to reform Rome, the
“durable" ask for our new, reai'y
withheld
but
the
attraction
promises
Emperor
organized
a
strong
police
madc—
»
NOW
"MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROl’N'D"
PLAYING
with PHIL REGAN, GENE AUTRY
“PINEWAY” WREATHS to be great. Reserved seats may be [system. He also extended the bounsecured at the theatre.
daries of the Roman Empire. In the
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
•’ NORTH STATION
-----------------Forum he set tip\ golden milestone
Shows: Matinee 2;
•< STEP-A-mi/m. TRAIN-ROOM’
Silsby’s Flower Shop
The great New Year's Milk Fund from whieh distances were measured
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
TEL. 318-W
Cont. Saturday
Ball of the |Rockland P.T.A. will be to every part of the provinces. The
2.00 to 10.30
Rncklaixl
Tel. 892
371 MAIN ST.,
RO^KLANl' held the night of Sat. Jan. 1. at Com- Mediterranean, he felt, was his lake,
140-tf
munity Building.
153-154
and most of the lands surrounding
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What Wars Cost

I STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY |

The Associated Press Pre
sents An Interesting But
Staggering Summary

“TRUE CONFESSION”

Wills allowed: Charles W. S. Cobb,
late of St. Louis. Mo., deceased. For
eign Will approved and allowed; Lucy
B. Cobb, late of Rockland, deceased.
Martha C. Wcod of Rockland. Maine,
and Anna C. Wiswall of Wellesley.
Mass., appointed exxs.; Mildred Perrv
Putnam, late of Rockport, deceased. I
Harold, S. Davis of Camden appoint
ed exr ; Albert H. Robinson, late of
Thomaston, deceased. Nettie C. Rob- ,
inson of Thomaston appointed exx :
Jennie Lermond. late of North Haven.'

deceased, first and final account pre
The cost of war has gone up—along
sented by Arthur E. Harjula. admr.;
with a lot of other things—since na
Gail E. Gardner Sharpe, minor, of
ly Gladyi Si. Clair HtittaJ
Rcckland. second and final account tions made their final accounting in
presented by Aldana C. Spear, gdn.; 1918.
Mabel F. Baldrige. late of Rockport,
Just how much this cost has risen
Those who heard Jussi Bjorllng. • have formed part of the British
deceased, second and final account is a matter that causes experts to
Swedish tenor, on the General Mo- Broadcasting Corporation’s Christpresented by Carrie Fields, exx.; Ada shrug and talk about they cail im
tors Hour last Sunday night and were mas program since 1933’ The broadE Mills, late of Camden, deceased, ponderables. If the World War cost
cast of that year was a very complifirst and final account presented by an estimated $190.000,000.000—anl
thrilled by the great beauty of his ca,ed Qnp as thp chimes had tQ ftt
Bertha J. Greenlaw, and Levi W with interruptions lo trade, property
voice and art. may be interested in (n a "symposium" of bell ringing of
Leadbetter. exrs.; Alida M. Keene. destruction and the like, this figure
Ihe following, taken from an article six churches from different places in
late of Eoston. Mass., deceased, first has been pushed up to $340,000,003,000
“More Singers Prom tne Royal the world.
an-l final account presented by Old —it is apparent that any war of today
Opera" by Quaintance Eaton, which
^olony Trust Company, exr.; Clara on the same scale could boost these
Nora Johnston, carillonist. recently
appeared in the October issue of the
A Oreen. late of Rockland, deceased, figures considerably.
perfected a portable carillon, which
deceased.
Owen
D
Lermond
of
North
American-Swedish Monthly:
first and final account presented by
she will employ on a lecture-re
New and improved weapons, more
Haven, appointed exr.; Azora L E. C. Dow. admr.
“It would be a sad blow to Amer
cital tour of New England. New York
expensive
construction, and higher
ica's music and particularly to the
Clark, late of South Thomaston, de- ( petitions fcr probate of will pre cost of materials are chiefly respon
and Pennsylvania this season. The
Metropolitan Opera, if Scandinavian
Accidents and sickness occur ceased. Lottie W. Tripp of Rockiand , sented for notice: Scphila S. Woodportable instrument she has invented
sible. Soldiers' pay has not gone up
singers were suddenly to be sub
aboard ship no matter what precau
appointed exx.; S. Emerson Smith ard. late of Camden, deceased. Henry much, but this ls only a small factor
consists of 37 tones—a series of res tions are taken. For such emergen
tracted from the rolls. Sweden has
onators connected by wires to the cies Grace Line ships are furnished late of Thomaston, deceased. Chris Woodard of Camden named exr.; Je in the whole new complicated picture
been especially generous in this mat
rusha E. Sargent, late of Washington, of modern warfare as it might now
manuels and pedals.
with ermpiete hospital facilities
tine E Moore of Thomaston appoint
ter. and in several of the most glam
• • • •
where ill seamen, such as this A.B.
deceased. Reuben J Sargent of be fought.
orous of the opera voices can be
The Amnrican Sibelius Society has aboard the “Santa Lucia.” are exam ed exx ; Charles E. Smith, late oi Washington, named exr.; Dana D
Basically, there are certain war
detected a Svensk accent. This >ear
incorporated jn Boston in honor ined ay a surgeon and tended by a Rockland, deceased. Harris P. Smith
Wright, late of Rockland, deceased, coste that can be judged fairly ac
of
Rockland
appointed
admr,
c.
t.
a.;
music lovers in general-and Swedish Qf ,hp -2nd blrthdav Qf ,he
registered nurse.
Eldora T Wright of Rockland named curately in view of World War ex
Ada B. Wasgatt. late of Camden, de
people in particular-will keep their compos„ whlch recently occurred,
exx.; Eirva A Willis, late of Owl's perience. Ammunition, as it is being
ceased,
LoRoy
W
Wasgatt
of
Cameyes-and ears-^pen for the arrival Thp societv formed bv a representsi den appointed exr.; Mary Elizabeth Head, deceased. Charles H. Willis of consumed today tn China and Spain,
of the two newest ambassadors from tivp ?roup of music lovers wil, work
Owls Head named exr.; Sadie E for example, can be estimated to cost
i Richards, late of Camden, deceased.
Sweden—tenor. Jussi Bjorling. and tQ foster appreciation and study of
St. Petersburg Does Thing Frederick A. Swan of Camden ap Leach, late of Rockland, deceased. from $802 to $1000 a ton—or roughly
baritone. Joel Berglund, both of the gjbeiius compositions and to stimuFred T. Simpson of Camden named 50 cents a pound for all kinds, from
In Fine Style, Says John pointed exr.
Royal Opera in Stockholm.
late interest in composers influenced
exr.
small arms to shrapnel and air bombs
‘Some 19 years ago Lutheran by
and jn other composers
Petitions for administration grant
Lodwick
You'd never believe it from the expressions on their faces, but Carole
An army of six divisions, or ap
Petition
for
administration
present

churches and certain music halls in deemed worthy of totea-w study.
ed: Estates. William T. Ccbb. late of
proximately 150.000 men. with 300 Lombard and Fred MacMurray are having thr time of their young lives in
ed
fcr
notice:
Estates.
Alden
F
this country entertained angels un...
Rockland, deceased. Martha C. Wood
•By John Ludw.ck)
Pettee. late of Rockland, deceased. field guns, might well do away with this scene from l*.ieir latest Paramount c rmedy-drama, "True Confession!"
a wares. A popular attraction among
The excitement of Hofmann s
St
Petersburg. Fla
Dec. 20 of Rockland, and Anna C. Wiswall of Mildred C. Pettee of Rockland named 2000 tons of artillery ammunition, In the picture, with John Barrymore sharing co-'tarring honors with the
Swedish audiences at that time was i Golden Jubilee concert now simmerWellesley. Mass., appointed admxs
1000 tons of small arms ammunition romantic team. Miss Lombard and MacMurray portray a young married couple
the Bjorling Quartet, papa and ing down. another jubilee would seem 'Special*—Tens of thoucar.ds of win d.b.n, c.t.a.; Richard W Child, late admx.; Robie B. Robbins, late of
and 100 tons of air bombs in the who are constantly getting into hot water because of Miss Lombard's incur
Appleton,
deceased.
Frances
R.
Rob
ter
visitors
from
Northern
States
three sons. Papa was a tenor, all to be in line for celebration in the
of New York city. N. Y.. deceased,
*
first day of fighting in a major effort. able habit of lying.—adv.
three boys. Jussi, eight, Gosta and not-so-distant future. Fritz Kreisler will be awakened Chris,.-nas morn Alan L. Bird of Rockland, admr : bins of Appleton, named admx.
Every round fired from a 75 MM
Petition for confirmation ol trustee
OUe. younger, were destined for the who as a boy of 14 assisted at the ing by 'he trilling of song birds and Reverdy M. Carroll, late of Union,
gun costs slightly under $10 Shrap ing. In what is known as "stabilized for a modern torpedo, while a 14-lnch
presented for notice: Estate. Elwell
same fate. Round-faced blue-eyed , American debut of the pianist Moriz
deceased.
Louie
W.
Carroll
of
Union
warm sunshine 11.rough their win
nel costs about $14 a pound An air effort" in a campaign, the same shell runs to about $90 or so.
youngsters, they piped up in har- Rosenthal in 1888 made his American
admr.; Cora^ M. Beverage, late of R. Moody, late of Warren, deceased. plane that lets go of 20C0-pound amount of ammunition might be
What it costs to carry out an air
dows.
in
sharp
contrast
to
the
whist

Austin
J.
Moody
and
George
E.
mony with papa and thrived on the i debut on the same occasion. Contrary
Camden, deceased. Henry S Beverage
bombs
sets
off
more
than
$803
worth
made
to
last
for
a
week.
bombin;
expedition these days needs
applause None of the boys has to the debut attire (white collar, ling winds and gray skies of tlieir of Camden, admr.; Mary S. Teague Moody, both of Rockland, trustees.
On the naval side of warfare there
of destructive power.
Petition
for
change
of
name
prestopped singing yet. Jussi, the old- white socks and patent leather slip- home towns. Their holiday dinners, late of Warren, deceased. Bernard O
(Please return to Page Six)
That is, of course in heavy fight- are such costs to consider as $12,500
est. sang himself into the Stock- pers* of contemporary "Wunder- in many cases, will b» seived uut- ] Teague of Warren, admr.; Oeorge B sented for notice: Mary P Wishman I
holm Royal Opera seven years age kinder" Master Fritz was somewhat doors in flowering gardens, and tiie Clark, late of Rockland, deceased. of Rockland. Name to be changed
This year with an international rep- ■ severely dresed in a short Jacket
Helen M. Clark, of Rockland, admx.: to Mary Frances Pratt.
Accounts presented for notice: Wil
utation he is making his second visit and high Hessian boots. The news day will be spent on the sea shore, Carrie M. Haskell, late of Rockland,
to America.
papers reported him as "a youth who playing golf and tennis, motoring deceased. Lyman Haskell of Rock liam H. Price, late of Rockport, de
"Jussi remembers his years in {is said to possess marked musical along tropical drives and promenad land. admr.; Edward E. Barton, late ceased, first and final account pre
America vividly and pleasantly. He ability."
ing under the palms beside the spark- of Vii.al Haven, deceased, Leslie B sented by Vertner A. Beckett, exr.;
liked the food and the friendliness.
A BIRTHDAY
Dyer of Vinal Haven, admr.; Abbie R Alexanderenna Winslow, late of
1 ling bay front.
Rockland, deceased, first and fins,
He must have had a good deal of O little town of Bethlehem
Those from the North who are Lowe.'late of Vinal Haven, deceased. account presented by Vivian L. Kim
It seems we've journeyed far.
both all his life. The plump young
Since, startled from obscurity.
spending their first Christmas in the John A Lowe of Vinal Haven, admr.; ball, admx.; Helen M. Marshall, late
ster has grown up to be a chunky
You wondered at a star
Sunshine City will be thrilled by the Warren H. Crockett, late of Rockland, of Somerville, Mass., deceased, first
man, with plenty of that cushioning That blazed above your humblest roof
most brilliant Yuletide spectacle in deceased. Adelaide I Bartlett of and final account presented by Myra
Ah. Bethlehem' No room
that is considered so necessary as a
No room." you cried, nor cared that They America, the annual Christmas illu Rockland, admx.
sounding board for a big voice. And Should stumble through the gloom.
Petition for license to sell real H. A. Marshall, admx.; Gertrude
mination program, with its miles of
Florence Pettee, late of Rockland, de
at 27 the little-boy quality of which I
unf.mtll.r gtrwu. compflled
lighted evergreen trees, hotels and estate granted: Estate Lucy E. and ceased. first and final account preBy anguished need for Her.
undoubtedly set cooing ladies to pat
Hope
J.
Ames,
minors,
of
North
To shelter in a manger 'midst
business buildings profusely decora
ting him on the head at the age of Thc drowsy warmth and stir.
Haven, presented by Clyde O. Ames seated by Alan L. Bird, admr ; Lulie
ted with colored bulbs, gorgeously
Ufford. late of Union, deceased, first
eight still makes his friends and fam Of cattle mild O Bethlehem.
of
North Haven, gdn.
lighted holiday displays in parks and
ily solicitous.
How pitiful! And yet—
Petition for license to sell real and final account presented by Her
That birthday hoped to teach us love: lakes, and unique lighting effects and
Dalarna boy. he was born in
We too forget
. forget,
estate
held in mortgage granted: bert L. Grinnell, admr. c. t. a.
Yule symbols on lawns and buildings
Inventories filed: Estates Charles
Syara Tuna in 1910. His mother's
—Marguerite MacAlman.
Partnership
estate of Veazie Hard
of hundreds of private residences.
E.
Bartlett. Washington, $1050 00:
death when he was eight left the Rockland.
ware Company of Rockland, present
Deluxe resort hotels, shore clubs,
family restless and miserable, and
ed by J. Arthur Blackman of Rock Martha W. Hanley, Thomaston.
amusement places and popular night
$6027 85; Carlotta A Burns, Rockland.
papa promptly pulled up stakes and
land. surviving partner
j spots will be the scenes of innumer
took the boys to America The father
Petitions for license to mortgage itr - M8.464.38; Nellie M. Bartlett,
able Christmas eve gatherings, dinner i real estate granted: Estates. Bar- I Washington $2710 99; William H
died here and Jussi returned to Swe- •
dances and parties attended by the ; bara L. Vinal, minor, of Thomaston Price. tr- Report $803.00, Eugene
den where his phenom* nally develop-1
fashionable set. A week hence the j presented by Harold W Vinal of B Sleeper. Rockland. MOOT 00; Frank
lng voice aroused the interest of [
social registerites will observe New
Julia Svedelius. the cultivated and
Thomaston, gdn.; Carlyle U Brown, • E Grinnell, Union, $8540.91; Marshall
Year's eve. even more brilliantly, I
music loving wife of a well known
Jr., et als. minors, of Rockland, pre . I Foxwell et al, Camden, $14,370.19.
with parties at the Yacht Club. Coli
school rector. In 1929 Jussi was sent
seum Academy. Hotels Vinov Park. sented by Carlyle U. Brown of Rock
to the Royal Opera School in Stock
Soreno.
Huntington. Princess Martha. land. gdn.
holm. Young Jussi was put through
Petition for license to convey real
Suwannee and Poinsettia, and a
intensive study under John Forsell,
New York’s Fair
estate and distribute granted: Estate I
particularly scintillating affair for
70-year-old opera chief, a perfec
Annie B Brown, late of Friendship,
» His Sole Interest
mally opening the smart new Bath
tionist and hard taskmaster, and in
deceased, presented by W. Dalton
ciub on Madeira Beach
At the
one short year emerged triumphant
Wotton of Friendship and Percy O.
latter even a pretentious invitation'
to make his debut as Don Ottavio in
Wotton of Princebay. Staten Bland.
list is out for the dinner and floor
“Don Giovanni" in 1930. His success
N. Y. devisees.
show in the new $100,000 clubhouse.
from that date smacks of the sensa
Petition for license to sell personal
An unusual Christmas gathering
tional. Each year adulation grows in
estate granted: Partnership estate of
here
will
be
the
annual
dinner
of
the
Stockholm as he sings several of the
Veazie Hardware Company of Rock
California Tourist Society, which
20-odd roles in hls repertoire—roles
land. presented by J. Arthur Black
boasts
more
than
300
members.
which run the lainbow in versatility.
man of Rockland, surviving partner.
Dramatic, hnc. florid, he can sing
Jan. 21 is announced as the dat*
Petitions for confirmation of trustee
them all. During the past five years,
for the winter season's premier social granted; Estates Sarah J Watts,
other countries have bid for Bjorling
function, the annual Charity Ball late of Rockland, deceased. Alan L.
as well. Conceits in Vienna. Prague,
i for the state American Legion's Bird cf Rockland, trustee; Cassandra
Paris, Buenos Aires. Copenhagen,
Crippled Children's hospital here. As A. Washburn, late of Thcmaston. deHelsingfors and Riga have added lus
in past years, the Charity Ball will cea>?d. The First National Bank of
BOARD the “Santa Lucia" an
tre to his reputation.”
take place in the gorgeous Georgian Rockland, trustee; Stephen G. Pres
A.B. raises a code flag as the
“Where Can I Buy It? Naturally, one of the first things
Grace Line ship passes a north ballroom of the Hotel Vinoy Park cott. late of Rockland, deceased. Thc
•Christmas chimes of the Church of bound vessel. Signalling at sea Is with a costly professional floor show.
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